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Fast Benefits
Hartford
Food Bank

Forum Faces Issues
by Staff Writers

by Megan White
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Both growling stomachs and
rescue runs to the Cave were the
order of the day last Thursday,
November 16th, as about 500
students took part in a food fast.
For every student who signed up
not to eat at Mather for the day,
SAGA donated SI.60 to the Hartford Food Bank.
The fast was organized by the
Trinity Community Action Center
(TCAC) under the direction of IDP
student Carl Guerricre. The TCAC,
according to Guerriere was looking
for a means to stir up interest for
their group among Trinity students, as well as a worthwhile
project to aid the Hartford community.
The TCAC sought the help of
the SGA as well as the RAs to run
the sign-up campaign which was
kicked off on November 9th when
Kim Strongin sang in the Iron Pony
Pub.
Participating meal plan students agreed not to eat breakfast,
lunch, ami dinner at Mather, and it
was. hoped that non-meal planstudents'Would make cash donations to the Food Bank.
The benefactor of the November 16th effort, the Hartford Food
Bank, was established in 1975 and
has since served approximately
14,000 Greater Hartford citizens in
emergency situations, a bank report said. The Food Bank aids an
average of 156 families per month
and spends about $1,600 on food
items every 2 months.
Food relief is not a handout; all
recipients must justify their need to
Food Bank staffers and are encouraged to return received food to the
Bank, bank supporters said. Most
recipients are on a fixed income
and an unexpected event such as a
fire or disabling snow storm
necessitates emergency food supply, according to the bank.
In an effort to aid the Food
Bank, sign-up sheets were generously filled as Thursday drew near
many students could be seen
hoarding food items to supplement
their own dorm food stores. On the
morning of November 16th a
relatively small crowd of 188
showed for breakfast.
The real tests came at lunch and
dinner when 488 and 453 students
respectively ate at Mather. These
figures indicate that about half the
1,000 students on the meal plan
. attended meals.
Many "fasters" did not abstain
from all food, as sales at the Cave
were up and many students hit
Friendly's or sent out for pizza.
Meal ticket Holders who avoided
Mather for the day provided
various reasons for their decision to
fast, or at least to fast from Saga.
Sorne candid remarks were,
"It's for a good cause and I don't
need to eat anyway" and "Fasting
raises my consciousness level as I
realize what it feels like to really be
hungry."
cont. on page 2

Mild weather has remained with us for a long period of time this
fall. With Thanksgiving approaching, though, can winter be far
behind?

«

X
by Holly Stager
Demands for higher wages and
greater fringe benefits, better
working conditions, and collective
bargaining with management over
the criteria of the employment
relationship are the main concerns
of unionized workers and other
recognized labor units.
At Trinity, unionized labor
comprises only the Buildings and
Grounds workers, who are represented by the Service Employees
International Union, Local 531 of
the AFL-CIO. In addition, various
non-union interest groups exist
among the faculty and staff, in
order to deal with issues which
pertain to these members of the
College.
In the light of recent eruptions
among organized labor groups at
other colleges, such as the faculty
strike at the University of Bridgeport and especially the disturbances at Wesleyan University,
labor relations at Trinity appear to
relatively stable. At Wesleyan, the
secretaries and clerical workers'
union struck for 22 days in
September and the Physical Plant
workers just voted to unionize at a
meeting held Friday, November 17.
The Buildings and Grounds
workers at Trinity have been
unionized since November 25,
' 1969, the effective date of their first
contract. According to Riel S.
Crandall, Director of B & G, who
assumed his management position
in September, 1969, the primary
achievement of this first contract
was the establishment of the
grievance procedure and the compulsory arbitration of grievances,
and an open shop arrangement, by
which workers are not compelled to
join the employee union as a
condition of employment.
A strike by the B & G workers of
Local 531 erupted in December

1970, in which the Union picketed
the Trinity campus for 3 weeks, as
they attempted to prevent the
delivery of fuel oil to the College.
As a result of the employees'
concern over salaries and related
financial issues, the next contract
which was negotiated with the
College included improvements in
wages and medical coverage for the
workers.
According to Crandall, who
negotiates with the Union, since
1970 "all of our negotiations have
been hard-headed, but we've managed to arrive at solutions without a
strike or lockout. We've always
been able to sit at a table and work
out every problem.''
Thomas D. Lips, Director of
Institutional Affairs at Trinity, who
serves as legal counsel for the
College in union matters and
mediator of grievances, maintains
•that "relations with the Union
have been most constructive; there
is an air of cooperation. There has
never been any ill-will between the
College representatives and the
Union representatives." According
to Lips, the B & G workers are
"very, very accomodating individuals " who, on balance, do a
remarkable job."
Speaking for the Union, Frank
Gontarz, Business Agent of Local
531 in North Haven, Connecticut,
noted the substantial progress
which has been achieved in the
attitude of the College to its
employees, and the considerable
improvement in the wage rate of B
& G workers. He said "the College
has been made to pay the employees considerably more in terms of
benefits than other other colleges
in Connecticut."
He also cited the theory of
unionism that workers doing equal
work should receive the same pay,
cont. on page 3

For the crowd of forty which
found its way to Wean Lounge last
Tuesday afternoon, the first'meeting of the all campus Student-Faculty-Administration forum provided the opportunity to participate
in a free-wheeling discussion of
issues relevant to the Trinity
campus.
Chaired by SGA President,
Tami Voudouris, the forum dealt
primarily with the issues of tenure,
faculty cuts, and degree requirements. The structure of the forum
was purposefully unstructured so
as to encourage those present to
become actively involved in the
discussion.
Viewpoints of the College administration were presented by
Vice President Thomas Smith and
Assistant Dean of Faculty, Jack
Wagget. Smith explained that the
College is presently involved in two
kinds of cutbacks. The first involves members of the administration and represents a planned
reduction of eight positions over
two years. Smith anticipates that
future savings for the College-will
be in the neighborhood of $100,000
per year. The other cutback is in
the faculty. The present figure of
141 will be reduced to 135.
Wagget presented information
concerning the size of the student
body, stating that "there are no
plans for a growth of students.'' He
explained that in his view, a
reduction of six faculty members
would have no drastic effects in
regards to class size. These statements produced at least a modest
amount of dissent, James Pomeroy
'81 pointing to an article in the
Tripod of November 7 in which Vice
President for Finance and Planning
James English predicted a 3
percent annual increase in the
student body over the next five
years. This led Pomeroy and others
to question Wagget's prediction
that the reduction would not
drastically effect class size.
Students and faculty at the
meeting were particularly interested with the question of how the
faculty reductions would be accomplished. Smith stated, "the key

group right now is the Educational
Policy Committee. This is not a
trustee decision. This decision will
rest with the faculty and administration. There will be a report made
to trje trustees, I suppose that no
one actually wants to pull the lever.
It's unpleasant."
Economics professor Robert
Battis, amember of the E.P.C. who
was present at the forum, elaborated on that committee's role in
arriving at cutbacks saying, "The
trustees said that the cuts must be
made. Any program change or a
change in departments must be
presented to the faculty. The
committee had added numbers in
the past without going to the
faculty. Therefore, as long as we
don.'t change programs, etc., we
can subtract without going to the
faculty."
Kent Reilly '79 was concerned
with student input in arriving at
reduction decisions. Battis stated
that this was not an issue for
students presently at Trinity but
explained that future students did
have an input simply in that the
college would be choosing them
from a -smaller' body of collegebound students in future years.
This, he explained, would have to
be an important consideration for
the E.P.C. in making whatever
decisions it does.
In a Tripod interview later in
the week, Battis explained that one
of the questions that the E.P.C,
would have to be asking is that of
defining the role of the liberal arts
college in the next ten to twelve
years. Battis explained that with
the smaller number of college
bound students, the school must
find a way to remain attractive.
This' is weighed against the expected continuing increase in tuition (7.4% annually over the next
five years according to English).
Tuesday's meeting also included a discussion of the structuring of the curriculum, Several
students present showed an interest in either a return to some kind
of structured curriculum or towards
guideline courses offered for nonmajors.
Smith, responding to • this,
cont. on page 2

Mid-East Debate
On Wednesday, November 29th, Trinity College will host a
debate between Dr. Hatem Hussaini of the Palestine Liberation
Organization, and Mr. David Schoenbrun, award- winning
correspondent and Middle East analyst. The topic will be The Crisis
In the Middle East. Dr. H. McKim Steele of the History Department
will be the moderator. The debate, sponsored by the SGPB and the
World Affairs Association, will be at 8 pm in Ferris Unit A. All
members of the Trinity Community will be admitted free with I.D.
Story on page 2.

Turkey Time
Whoever it was that said that people who work for the 'itlpod are
turkeys was right. And just to prove this, we're all going home for
Thanksgiving this week. What all this means, of course, is that
there will be no Tripod next Tuesday. We will resume publication on
December 5.
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Ebrilry" Completion Targeted for January
*

*
ByDlckDahllng
For those who have become
impatient with saws, hammering,
and other assorted noises in the
library the end is now in sight. The
contractors have reassured chief
librarian, Ralph Emerick that when
students come back to Trinity in
January, the library addition will
be open, complete with most of its
furnishings. Some final touches,
however, will be added in the
upcoming months.
This week, bookshelves will be
installed in the addition, along with
the ceiling tile and other small
fixtures. Delivery of doorknobs has
been delayed for 5 months, but this
is not expected to cause any major
problems.
'
When the addition is open, a
number of other changes will also

have been made. The entire first
have
floor wil be carpeted, which will
hopefully reduce the sometimes
excessive noise level. Also, all
previously unavailable books, including government documents,
will be ready and waiting for use by
Trinity students. Hopefully, the
problem of temperature will be
solved. The problem has been
caused by crews working on duct
construction for the addition, which
necessitated the shutting off of
certain controls which regulate the
library's heating system. While the
problem has not been apparent in
the last few days, excessive heat in
the library remains a possibility
until the duct work is complete.
Emerick greatly appreciates the
cooperation of both students and
faculty in this rather trying time for
the library.

Mid-East Debate
Upcoming
Construction In and around the library Is rapidly approaching completion. By January,
hammering and drilling of the past year and a half should be jnst a memor>

Fairbank Tells of Tombs
By Peggy Wass
Wilma Fairbank's recent lecture on "New Archaeological Discoveries in Chjna" left this writer
with a romantic, if rather morbid
fascination "tor tombs. Fairbank's
slide-illustrated lecture, which was
sponsored by the Classics Department and the Hartford Society of
the Archaeological Institute of
America, illuminated,., .numerous
treasures' which have been unearthed in the last twenty years
from tombs of ancient Chinese
aristocracy.
Ms. Fairbank, an artist and
author in her own right, lived in
Peking in the 1930's, during which
time she studied Chinese art,
archaeology and language, and
exhibited her own water colors inv

cont. from page 1

the Middle East before coming to
the United States to study for his
PhD. hi political science at the University of Massachusetts. Since
then, he has taught courses in
Middle Eastern politics at Smith
College and the University of
Massachusetts. Dr. Hussaini
served as PLO spokesman at the
United Nations, and later as assistant director of the League of Arab
states-in Washington D,C, before
becoming the director of the
Palestine Information Office this
year.
David Schoenbrun is a leading
political analyst and correspondent. After serving as Intelligence
officer for then General Eisenhower, he became Chief Correspondent for CBS News in Paris and
Washington'. During his moretfcan
twenty years with CESIJ^JLAoenbrun has won numerous awards for
his reporting of foreign affairs,
including best reporting from
abroad in both radio and television,
and best book on foreign affairs.
Schoenbrun has been a leading
journalist for all of his career; he
was the first American correspon-

thieves and excavators alike. The
Chinese royalty were entombed
with their treasures, and the
wealthier they were the larger and
more conspicuous the tomb. The
priceless relics of the ancient
dynasties often were found by the
wrong hands and smuggled out of
the country where they were sold.
Not until the 1950's, during
what the Chinese state has termed
the Archaeological Revolution were
the tombs protected from t h e '
thieves. Moreover a growing number of tombs were uncovered as
agriculture and industrialism dug
deeper into the nation's resources.
Soon, tombs of the former
emperors became the showrooms
of the ancient past. With her slides
and immense knowledge on the
subject Ms. Fairbank allowed her
audience to share in these magniBy Steve Elmendorf
ficent displays.
With winter only 31 days away
Het slides were of findings from The College is already getting
two major dynasties, the H'ang of ready for the first snow. President
200 B.C. to 226 A.D., and the Lockwood has sent out a memo
T'ang of 618 to 907 A.D. The slides
was approximately $1.60 and that often drew murmurs of apprecia- detailing procedures for keeping
the other $2.40 was used for tion from the audience. There were the College open during a snow
overhead for such items as lighting dazzling works in bronze and gold, emergency.
The official College policy is to
and employees.
and vivid murals which carefully
At 6:00 p.m. on Thursday night, depicted myths of the society. A stay open unless a formal travel
a "break-fast" was held for the tomb recently found in a cliff near ban is implemented. Moreover, the
hungry in the Washington Room. Peking brought to light 2800 President's memo states that when
Juice and apples were served and objects which had not been touched faculty are unable to meet classes,
music was provided by several since the tomb was carefully sealed ' 'they will take appropriate stepsto
make up for time lost."
students from Jones. A lecture in the second century.
The
College
has
also
titled "Food .Problems in the
In 1973 a tomb was found established a pool of drivers with 4
Mid-East and Africa" was. given by
Frederick Weibgen, a representa- containing the extremely well wheel drive vehicles capable of /tive of the Food and Agricultural preserved body of a marquise. The traveling through heavy snow.
Organization of the United Nations. photo attested to the preservation Anyone with such a vehicle is
of the body which was within three
Weibgen spoke about the eco- beautifully painted coffins, and urged to contact Director of
nomic arid political aspects of the further encased by various forma- Security Al Garofolo.
A telephone network among
World Food Bank and the respons- tions surrounding the tomb. Docibility that prospering nations have tors were able to determine her faculty and stafff will be
in
aiding
underdeveloped cause of death and report the established so that during an
emergency directions can be given.
countries,
discovery of 138 melon seeds in her
Approximately half of the one- stomach. She was buried with such Emergency dormitory space will be
thousand students on the meal plan splendours as painted banners, available for people who are
had avoided the dining hall for the lacqueur dishes and all her cos- stranded on campus.
During an emergency as many
day. SAGA will be donating metic boxes.
administrators as possible are
between $800 and $850 to the
An even more recent discovery expected to be on campus. This is
Hartford Food Bank and individual
showed
that there are still more in addition to boiler room operacontributions totaled at least $150.
Carl Guerriere of TCAC feels that surprises left to surface. ''Aggres-- tors, janitors, grounds crews,
sive looking warriors actually plumbers, electricians, nurses,
the venture was a profitable
larger
than Chinese living today," security, Saga staff, telephone
experience not just due to the
is how Fairbank described clay operators, the Secretary of the
money collected, but also because
students' consciousness of the figures found in a vigil by the tomb Faculty and the President of the
of the first emperor. Individually S.G.A.
World Hunger Program was raised
and channeled into action to made in clay and baked, the figures
The College was closed last
are of Hundreds of warriors, horses
combat it.
year during the "Blizzard of '78"
and even chariots who have
for the first time in its history. The
Another fast may possibly be
guarded the tomb, and are only
College's snow policy is designed
held next semester, and it has even
now being unearthed. Discoveries
to
minimize the chances of having
been suggested that students fast
such as these seem to bring the
to close the College in the event of
for one meal per week,- Guerriere
ancient Chinese to life. ,
a severe snpw.
said.. , . .' -

Peking and Shanghai.
Fairbank was introduced to
Chinese culture during her undergraduate study at Radcliffe, over
forty years ago. She recalled that at
that time, scholars' fascination
with ancient Chinese culture was
often far more bountiful than
workable archaeological evidence.
In particular, she noted that
attaching dates to artifacts was
especialy difficult. She added that,
her professors, in trying to date a
particular artifact, were often
reduced to saying, "This feels
T'an", referring to the T'an
Dynasty of the seventh to tenth
centuries A.D. Shortly after the
Communist revolution in 1948 that
this situation began to change.
Tombs in China had always
been an obvious treasure trove for

Fast Succeeds
Many asserted that banning
SAGA food for a day certainly
couldn't be harmful. One student
interpreted her commitment to
resist eating at Mather as "I signed
a thing that said I'd eat at the Cave
for the day."
Many students made it through
breakfast and lunch but could not
stand to pass up their evening
meal. As one student put it, "I just
had to go in for supper, but don't
worry, they didn't add me up on
their clicker."
Another student, emerging
from Mather dinner with an
ice cream cone insisted, "I did fast,
I'm just eating ice cream."
Non-fasters also supplied their
fair share of reasons for their
decision to use their meal tickets.
Students on sports teams defended
their choice to eat with such statements as, "I have to save my
energies for skating," and "I need
to eat to live." Another student
claimed, "I'm always hungry and I
don't have money to eat in the
Cave."
Several students said that they
would donate $1.60 and eat at
Mather since it would cost more
than this amount for them to eat at
the Cave for the day. Others felt
that SAGA should donate more
than $1.60 because the actual cost
of the meal plan per day is $4.00
per student,
SAGA claimed, however, that
the cost per student for.food, alone

By Eliot Klein
The SGPB and the World
Affairs
Association
have
announced that they will sponsor a
debate on "The Middle East Crisis", which will be held in Unit A of
Ferris Athletic Center next Wednesday. Both Israeli and Palestinian viewpoints will be represented
by leading commentators*
Dr. HatemHussaini, director of
the Palestine Liberation Organization's Palestine informationOffice
in Washington, and David Schoenbrun, CBS correspondent and
Middle East analyst, will discuss
the Palestinian problems, and the
prospects for peace in the Middle
East.
Trinity history
professor
H. McKim Steele, who is also
director of the Intercultural Studies
program and a specialist in Middle
Eastern and African history, will be
moderator.
Dr. Jussaini was born in
Jerusalem, and lived throughout

College Sets
Snow Policy

cont. on page 5

Forum
cont. from page 1
quality of a major." Later in the
week he explained this by saying
that the elimination of requirements had strengthened the majors, allowing departments to offer
more courses. He feared that
reintroducing requirements would
force departments to put a lot of
faculty into teaching basic courses.
Tuesday's ninety minutes of
discussion were only the first of
what S.G.A. President Voudouns
expects will be tri-weekly forums.
No exact date has yet 'been
established for the next forum.
The TRINITY TRIPOD Vol. 77,
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Student Cyclist Rolls Through Hinterland
By Linda E. Scott
As the days darken earlier and
the air turns colder, not all Trinity
students will be hibernating. For
one student, the approach of
winter marks the beginning of an
intense indoor training program in
preparation for the spring cycling
season. Scott Martin, senior
philosophy major, is one of
Trinity's unknown star athletes.
Having been racing competitively
for over five years, he is presently a
ranking New England cyclist. His
cycling history is both interesting
and unique to Trinity.
After years of touring on a
standard three-speed bicycle,
Martin's interest in cycling
blossomed when he joined the
Cycling Club in his junior year at
Choate. He was extremely enthused with the sport and decided
to take an American Youth Hostel
tour through Canda arid the
Adirondack Mountains during the
summer between his junior and
senior years. In his senior year, he
continued to be an active member
of the Cycling Club. After
gruaduation, he began racing
competitively within "Junior"
classification. "Juniro" races are
for competitors of age 17 and
under, and generally are 15-25 miles

long. When Martin describes those
races, he says, "I had lots of crashes
and little success." Despite
repeated falls and crashes with
fellow cyclists and parked cars,
Martin continued to race and enjoy
it.
Coming to Trinity meant a
change in Martin's training
program. Unlike Choate, Trinty
has no Cycling Club. At the time of
his martriculation, very few
colleges did. Today, many schools
in New England have created
Cycling Clubs which compete in a
spring season culminating in the
New England and National
Collegiate Championships in May.
Martin's training at Trinity has
primarily been with a friend, Dave
Beers, and with The Nutmeg
Wheelman, a cycling club in
Hartford with about forty members. No longer eligible for Junior
ranking, he had to train harder for
longer races. The majority' of
cycling races in the Connecticut
area are Criteriums, which average
between 25 and 35 miles in length.
.Although Martin prefers road races
(60400 miles), they are not as
prevalent in the area. The races iie
has entered are mainly located in
Connecticut, Massachusetts and
New York.
Martin has spent the past four

Campus Notes
Russian Lit.
Three new courses in Russian
language and literature will be
offered in the Spring semester by a
Visiting Consortium Professor,
Alexander A. Guss at three
Greater
Hartford
Consortium for Higher Education
institutions.
A distinguished Russian-born
specialist in Slavic studies,
Professor Guss retired this year
from Macalester College in
Minnesota.
Professor Guss will teach
Pushkin to Chekhov at Trinity, a
course in nineteenth century
Russian literature in translation.
He will also give a seminar in
Solzhenitsyn at the University of
Hartford, and a course in Russian
conversation and composition at
Hartford College-for Women. All

three courses are open to Trinity
students.
Born in the Ukraine, Professor
Guss came to the United States in
1922, He holds degrees from Sophia
University
in
Tokyo
and
Georgetown University. He is
credited with developing the
Russian Department at Macalester.

Oourant Offer
The Hartford Courant is
currently accepting applications
for their summer internship
program. The program is competitive and the paper accepts 10-21
interns, giving preference to local
area school students. Interns work
May-August full-time and are paid
approximately $4 an hour. If you
are a sophomore or junior and
would like more information on
this place placement, contact the
Internship Office in Seabury 43c.

On the occasion of TCAC-sponsored Food Fast last Ihnrsday,
non-participants in the events received ai windfall in the absence of
lines at SAGA. The Fast raised funds for the Hartford Food Bank.
See story pagel.
photo by Etnilie Kaulbach

summers competing and working being in top physical condition is
in bicycle shops in Hartford.
an important benefit of a cycling
Martin has spent the past four training program. He noted, "As
summers competing and working painful as it may be at times, there
in Bicycle Shops in Hartford and is a significant element of
Watertown. The bike he presently satisfaction when one realizes that
rides was purchased last winter. It he had overcome the pain and can
is a "Witcomb" touring bike, go faster and further."
weighing 22 pounds and equipped
with professional Campagnola.
The most crucial benefit for
Unlike a track bike, which has no
Martin is the opportunity cycling
gears or brakes, a touring bike can
affords him to appreciate the
be used for training on any type of
outdoors and off-campus scenery.
surface, even on the eratered
Martin's enthusiasm is especially
streets of Hartford.
apparent when he talks about
Competitive cycling can be a cycling as a spectator sport. The
grueling ordeal. Training 20 or 30 hush of the race, the colors of the
miles under various weather and jerseys and the gleam of the sun on
road
conditions
can
be the bicycles is an undeniable thrill
discouraging and even masochistic for any competitive cyclist.
at times. There are, however, many
physical and psychological benefits
Martin's successes have inwhich for Martin outweigh the creased since his days at Chaate. In
drawbacks and make it all wor- the spring of 77, he entered the
thwhile.
Amherst Criterium, a mile race,
Martin maintains that simply and placed third. This past spring,

he entered the Connecticut State
Championships, a
mile race
against other competitors, and
placed tenth. Though he claims he
has never won a major race, it is
obvious that he has done
respectably well in those that he
has entered.
Upon graduation in May,
Martin plans to devote most of his
energies to cycling. Anticipating a
winter and spring of intense
training, he hopes to spend the
summer
competing
and
succeeding. Though cycling is
considered an amateur sport in
America, successful cyclists are
often willing to devote full time to
cycling. Martin feels somewhat
compelled to attempt full-time
competition in order to discover
his potential. He claims, "I don't
want to be wondering, when I'm
forth, if I could have done it...I
want to be sure."

Unionism: Relative Peace
cont. from page 1
which involves job classification.
Gontarz noted the College's improvement in dealing with this
area, as they have equalized wages
between male and female janitorial
workers, by classifying them as
custodians, regardless of sex. In
addition, Gontarz mentioned the
substantial improvements in union
members' secondary (fringe) benefits over these nine years. Further
more, the~ Union has gained
security through establishment of a
union shop, as specified in the
current contract. As a result, all B
& G employees covered by the
contract must join and remain
members of the Union within thirty
days of their employment.
Gontarz" characterized the employment relationship between the
Union and the College as "very
business-like; they run a tight shipl
If we're able to convince them (the
College) that we're, right, they will
correct the situation," he said.
According to Thomas R. Strickland, Carpenter for B & G, who
served as the Chief Steward and
part of the negotiating unit for the
Union for four years, the workers'
wage structure and fringe benefits,
such as holidays and insurance,
constitute the primary gains made
by the Union since 1969. As a result
of both sides working together, the
"management - labor relations
here could be classified as excellent," he said.
Both Gontarz and Strickland see
the only major problem as one of
u n d e r s t a t i n g . The lower-paid
people are given too much work
and "everybody at the College
realizes that this is a fact," said
Gontarz. In view of the insufficiency of funds allocated for the
hiring of B & G workers, Gontarz
expressed that this is the "biggest
issue that we've been arguing for
the past two years." According to
Strickland, "we have about one
fifth the staff as we should have for
the quantity of work'! required at
the College. As a result, the
College contracts out much of the
work which has to be done on
campus.
In contrast to the unionization
of B & G workers, the secretaries
and clerical staff at Trinity have not
joined a union. Instead, this group,
which includes approximately 120
workers, is represented by a
Personnel Advisory Committee,
^hose four elected members serve
as the liaison between the staff and
administration at Trinity. According to Ms. Anne R. Boornazian,
Secretary to the Dean of the
Faculty, the Colfege has always
seen where a problem was rising
and has taken care of it. "For
instance, the Personnel Depart-

ment has initiated salary increases in salary, and recognition of a
and fringe genefits, such as life maintenance shop, by which new
insurance." She maintains that the members have a choice as -to
staff has never deemed unioniza- whether or not they will join the
union, and those who do not join do
tion to be a necessary alternative.
not have to pay union dues.
Another view is held by Ms.
Josephine D. Lasnier, Secretary to
In light of the developments at
the College Counselors, who says Wesleyan, Thomas Lips comthat problems get tangled in the
mented, ' 'we are concerned about
administration. She sees an
the divisiveness that can be the
" a p p e a s e m e n t - t y p e situation"
outgrowth of such activities and
existing at present, although the
there has been no divisiveness here
Personnel Handbook outlines the
at Trinity...we are a better instifunction of the Advisory Committee
tution." As Professor of Economics
"To express employee opinion and
Richard Scheuch explained, "they
to assist in the rights and duties of
(the secretaries and clerical
the personnel." While Ms. Lanier
workers) are very concerned about
terms the fringe benefits as very
their treatment." He noted the
good, he holds that the wages are
importance of the Advisory Comstill not up to par, and that because
mittee as a . communications
of this issue, a majority of tiie staff bridgewitfithemanagement,. '"•
might elect to unionize if the vote
were taken.
Two other groups of employees
at Trinity which are not unionized
At Wesleyan University, the
are the. Faculty and Security.
relations between the administraAccording to one Security guard,
tion and the secretaries and clerical
"most of the guards are satisfied
workers have taken a different
with the way Mr. Garofolo (Direccourse. Four years ago, the staff
tor of Security) handles things,"
unionized by forming an independand they feel they have been
ent union, and they negotiated a
treated fairly.
contract. In June 1977, with hopes
for greater financial resources arid
As for the faculty at Trinity,
stronger organization, they join the they are represented by the AAUP
OPEIU (Office and Professional (American Association of UniverEmployees International Union). sity Professors), which is a proHowever, these workers continued fessional organization dealing with
their jobs without' a new contract. various issues of interest to the
Growing dissatisfaction with their faculty. According to Professor of
wage structure and working condi- History Eugene W. Davis, who is
tions led to the union's 22-day President of the AAUP, this group
strike in September, 1978,
serves as ' 'The ' watchdog of
academic freedom," meaning the
According the Tjip Walker, freedom to pursue truth in the
Editor of the Wesleyan Argus, the classroom. The organization at
one-year contract which was finally Trinity also sets rules and guideaccepted by both sides included the lines for hiring policy and tneure of
following terms: seven percent pay faculty members.
increase, retroactive to July 1,
1978, provision for step increases
cont. from page 5

Baby Jay Nabbed
produced radio spots and posters
pleading for the mascot's return.
LAWRENCE, Kansas (CH)—After
seven weeks of being held captive Messages from the athletic
department asking that Baby Jay be
by "mascot-nappers" Baby Jay was
returned flashed on the stadium's
returned to his roost just in time for
the
University
of
Kansas Scoreboard during games.
After Baby Jay disappeared
homecoming
game
against
Sept. 9, the Daily Kansan received
Oklahoma State.
The chancellor has decided nor" a poetic note confirming the bird
had been kidnapped. "Here's the
to press charges, although the theft
of the $600 mascot costume would word, About the Bird, That
departed. Just to say, That it's
teclinically qualify as a felony.
Baby Jay, created by a student safely put away, so don't be broken
and her father in 1971, was hearted," the note said. "The J was
recovered unharmed at a landmark nabbed! And almost stabbed. You
site outside the city following a all seemed to burn, but your bird,
phone call by the birdnappers to We will return..." A photo
accompanying the note showed the
the Daily Kansan newsn-per.
Jayhawk blindfolded, gaged,
One fraternity offered a reward
and
tied to a chair.
and several advertising students
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Connecticut
Food Bank Serves Vital Need
by Robert Levy
One weekend during the Spring
of 1975 several hundred Hartford
welfare-recipients faced the
coming days knowing they would
be '"'thoUt food. Their welfare
chec— uad not arrived on time,
leaving many with no cash to spend
on food. Charles Parker, the
program "director of WDRC radio,
read about their plight and decided
to take action.
Within hours, the WDRCFoodathon was underway. From its
mobile studio located at Westfarms
Mall, WDRC appealed to listeners
to bring any non-perishable food
items to the studio. Parker set a
goal of collecting 50,000 food items
Peter Felnnuui in Ms office at the Asylum £011 victim Assistance
to coincide with the station's fifCenter.
tieth anniversary. But after the
broadcast's first 24 hours, only
1,000 food items had been donated.
At about this time, Parker met
Brad Davis (who was then working
as an investigative reporter for
Channel 3). Parker encouraged
Davis
to get on the air and start
by Jeannctte Glass
which will enable the center to hire
Many cities work on decreasing more people to work on its pitching for the food drive.
And pitch he did. Davis began
their crime problems but do not manyprograms.
provide any assistance to the
The Asylum Hill area is truly by encouraging secretaries at the
victims of crime. Peter Feinman mixed, with middle and low income insurance companies to drop off a
has a better idea. He has started blacks, whites, and Puerto Ricans can of tuna fish on their way to
Hartford's first Victim Assistance living together as neighbors. The work. A one dollar's donation gave
people the chance to pull a hair out
Program to provide support for majority of the neighborhood
of Davis' chest. The disc jockey on
victims of personal and property population is elderly.
the air dubbed it, "buck a pluck."
crimes in the Asylum Hill area of
Since the elderly are easy
the city.
targets of crime, they are the And for a five dollar donation,
Peter Feinman graduated from majority of victims the center deals Davis would show the Marine
tattooo emblazoned on his arm. In
Trinity in 1977 with a B.A. in with. Most of the crimes have been
the next three days, the Foodathon
philosophy. During his senior year perpetrated by teenagers.
easily exceeded 50,000 food items.
at cottege he did an intera&hip in
The Victim Assistance Center,
Such was the birth of the
the area of consumer problem*. He part of the program, provides •
Greater Hartford Emergency Food
was also a member of the Trinity literature on crime preventin as
Bank. "We were simply trying to
Community Action Center and well as people to talk to victims. It
respond to a crisis situation." said
various other advocacy groups in also provides information about
Parker.
"Only
after
the
the state. He joined VISTA six courts and the court system and
months after graduation.
provides referrals to people who Foodathon was over did I decide it
would be a good idea to have a
His ad-hoc work on victim have food and housing needs.
food bank on a permanent basis,"
assistance in the Asylum Hill area
The Hartford.Police work with
earned him a crime prevention the program to give extra
To insure that the food bank
grant from the Federal govern- assistance and information and to
would be administrated properly.,
ment. The grant enabled him to bring recent victims of crime into Parker convinced the Community
start the Asylum Hill Victim the program.
Renewal Team to oversee the
.
Assistance program in June of this
bank's operation.
Feinman is willing to take
year.
Now, more than three years
Trinity students as interns into the
Recently, the program also program, and interested people are
after its inception, the bank serves
received a Law Enforcement urged to call him at the center at
a vital function for those who find
Assistance Administration grant 727-1033.
themselves lacking the money to
,
buy food. "In the past three years,"

Graduate Profile

Parker remarked, "we've fed over Insurance Company has joined in
20,000 people, averaging 500 a the effort and Parker promised a
month."
s p e c i a l a p p e a r a n c e by Harry
Perhaps the greatest com- Chapin. T h e drive will coincide
pliment to the bank and to its with the beginning of Hartford's
directors is that the food bank idea Festival of Light at Constitution
has been imitated all across the Plaza.
country. It has been duplicated in
I n a d d i t i o n , t h e proceeds
many states, including Florida and from Harry Chap'in's upcoming
Louisiana. Last October the bank concert a t Hartford Jai Alia will be
was cited as a model for the nation split between the food bank and
before the U.S. Congress.
World Hunger. Chapin, who does
Yet, keeping the bank going has so many benefit performances that
been a trying experience at times. his m a n a g e r h a s trouble scheduling
Up until this year, WDRC has held him for a paid concert, will
two food drives a year. Each time, hopefully bring in $10,000 for the
it became more and more difficult bank a n d World Hunger.
to get donations.
Both Puzzo and Parker em"Once the novelty - and , ex- phasized that the food bank is not
citement of the idea wore off, it an extension of t h e welfare system.
was harder to get people to turn It is to be used in emergencies only.
out," Parker noted. Subsequent And only those people living at or
food drives did hot match the below t h e F e d e r a l poverty
response accorded the first one. guidelines a r e eligible for food.
To make sure that the food
When Parker approached other
radio and TV stations to interest bank is n o t abused—that only
them in sponsoring food drives, people who really need food can
they were hesitant at first. "They m a k e w i t h d r a w a l s — t h e CRT
saw the food bank as 'WDRC's makes every attempt to verify
food bank' not as the "Greater requests for food. According to
Hartford Emergency Food Bank1" Puzzo, "We keep records of people
said Parker.
using the bank and try to identify
Because the bank was so closely those who abuse it." Often the CRT
associated with WDRC, other will contact t h e Welfare Departradio stations felt that by ment t o confirm that there is a snag
promoting the food bank, they with someone's check and that they
would also be promoting WDRC. do qualify for food.
Parker
.emphasized
the
From then on, Parker played
down WDRC's relation with the necessity of maintaining the bank's
bank as he encouraged other c r e d i b i l i t y . " M a n y people are
stations to begin their own drives. suspicious of welfare programs—
"Bach station could appeal to a they tend to see them as
fresh audience and build up new givewaways," h e said. To insure
interest in the food bank," com- that the bank will ^ot become a
mented Parker.
giveaway center, P a r t e r saw v> '*
Since then, radio and TV that the bank's directors are people
stations have come out in force for whom citizens know and trust.
the the bank. According to Paul (The commissioners include Mayor
Puzzo of the CRT, who is in charge Athanson and State Consumer
of the food bank, stations have Affairs
C o m m i s s i o n e r Maty
taken many approaches in their Heslin). These people can make
individual drives. WKND spon- sure that t h e food is going out to
sored a roller skating party where the right people.
th admission was a can of foodPeople make withdrawals from
WKSS held a tejephone pledge the bank for a variety of reasons. If
night. Unions and local industry someone fails to receive a welfare
have gotten into the act as well. check, it is necessary to go through
Both CPI and Colts Firearms have a long process to get it back.
held food drives.
Meanwhile, h e / she is without
Of course, the success of these money for food. The bank serves
efforts vary greatly. Grammar many people in this situation.
school collections provide a small
Elderly people frequently run
amount of food compared to the out of money towards the end oi
$1,000 raised by WKSS in one • the month and the bank services
telethon.
their need for food. In addition,
Last week Trinity joined in the .those on fixed incomes fina «
effort to raise funds for the bank. especially difficult to cope w »
from the Hartford Public School vary from secretary tof'_physical Trinity College Action Committee inflation. W h e n they are low o«
system.
therapy aid. The funding b for signed up over 500 students to take cash, the bank comes as a godsend'
Each student is required to student wages comes mainly from part in its Fast Day last Thursday
The rules for distribution °<
have completed at least two years the federal government through according to TCAC member Carl food are strictly kept. Each w 1 '
of high school education before he such grants as the Youth Employ- Guerriere.
drawal is for a three-day supply oi
can participate in any health ment Training Grants and ComSAGA agreed to donate about food, and families may apply lot
program. Although high school munity Block Grants.
$1.60 to the bank for each student food every three months, Pu»°
dropouts are also accepted into the
The Hartford Graduate Center, participating. This figure is meant commented that if a family >s
program; the same stipulation located at 275 Winsor Street, is to represent the cost of breakfast, desperately in n e e d of food more
holds for them.
where students take their general lunch, and dinner for each person than o n e time in three months, »
Through classroom training and academic courses; apart from their fasting.
bank bends the iules.
n
actual observation and experience, health-related subjects. Half the
Three meals at SAGA comes to
" W h a v e to be human, D*
Work Places gives students all the day is spent in classes there, the more than $1.60, but due to said. Once one applies for food a
further requirements needed for a other half at the Health Center.
operating and overhead costs, this one-of- CRT's twelve regions'
high school diploma.
Ben Dawnes stresses the fact is the highest amount SAGA is able centers, delivery is made the saffl«
Although it does not train that although their participation in to donate. Guerriere commented day.
•'
,
individuals to be placed in an actual the work Places program only that TCAC is sponsoring Fast Day
The food bank, set up to oe»
profession, the Health Program provides them with a general as a positive and concrete con- "with crises, has had a few crises o^
offers exposure to various health introduction to health careers, "it tribution which Trinity can make -its own recently. In January, ° v
careers. By working with a quali- makes opportunities for inner city to the city of Hartford.
the Martin Luther King weekeno,
fied professional, observing and youngsters more attainable."
The food bank relies heavily on approximately 3000 welfare cheo«
sometimes working alongside the
As well as receiving their cash contributions such as those
professional, the student learns diploma, students also are given a raised by Fast Day. Most of the wre not mailed out. Puzzo recau
much about the vocation in which certificate which,states they have food donations tend to be the that 680 families were served the '
causing the bank's biggest «»""
he is interested.
had a certain amount of exposure to cheaper items such as soup. To so far.
J^
Students are placed in health a health career.
round out the bank's supply of
The bank had a close oru
facilities in and around Hartford,
But they receive much more foods, cash contributions are used with death this past August
such as Hartford Hospital, Mount than that. Their experience offers to purchase such high protein items September. At that time, the M
Sinai Hospital, Hartford Health them better job choices, better as meat and fish.
stores were-virtually deplete"'
Department, iK'onn Health Cen- working habiis, ana teacJj«& them
This yea*. V*'J>SC is kicking oil required HU aii-oiu «J—^ tt ^lU"
ter.
. how to deal more effectively with its annual food drive ^ n Nov. 24 at save thebanfc.The media> ***• "
The jobs students are placed' in people.
Constitution Plaza. The Traveler's
cent. «n page 9

Feinman's Cause

Students Learn About
Health Careers
by Jeanne Kiltonlc
This Is the third to Jeanne
Ktltonlc's series on career and
vocational training in the Hartford
schools.
The Work Places program of
Hartford offers students an alternative to strict classroom learning.
Proposed by the Chamber of
Commerce and City Council of\
Hartford, it is a system whereby
students can learn through experience, apart from the basic education system.
"The Allied Health program,
which is one of the five components
of Work Places, is in its second
operational year in participation
with the other programs. The other
four components of the program
are in the fields of Insurance and
Banking, Electro-Mechanics, Communications and Graphics, and
Auto Mechanics (see Tripod,
November 7.)
The Health Careers Center
works out of Hartford Hospital's
School of Allied Health, formerly
Hartford School of Nursing. Ben .
Dawnes, the manager of the Health
Cer.iit. works with 65 students
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Connecticut
Bilingual Program Fights Red Tape

• By Julie Johnson
"La edncacion billngue es number of students with limited
caestion de jastlcia. Los nlnos qne proficiency in English.
hablan Idlomas dlstintos deben ser
Of the students enrolled in the
of recidos ana educaclon compar- Hartford Public Shcools 17% have
able. Nuestro fin es slempre el limited proficiency in English.
Thirty two per cent of these speak a
exito acadcntlco."
hispanic language (Spanish or
"Bilingual education Is an issue Portuguese) as their predominant
of equity. Children who speak language. Other predominant landifferent languages should be guages are Italian, Greek, and
offered comparable educations. Polish.
When a student enters the
Our goal is always academic
school system a questionnaire is
success."
sent home to determine the oral
Mrs. Edna Smith
Director-Hartford Bilingual language used by the student. If
Education Program the, dominant language is not
English, the student is tested for
The Hartford Bilingual educa- proficiency in English.
Depending on the students'
tion program's dedication to
achieving the goals set forth by Ms. ability to speak, write, and read
Smith holds the organization to- English, he will be placed in one of
gether dispite the bureaucratic the variety of situations designed to
demands it must constantly con- increase skills in both the native
language and English.
tend with.
The bilingual programs in the
An implicit aspect of the
program's philosophy is that bi- schools are administered separatelingual education is not remedial, ly. Out of the 38 schools in the city,
but a sound educational goal. 33 have some type of bilingual
Eventually, the Hartford School program.
System would like to be able to
In some schools there are
teach all students to be proficient Teachers of English to Speakers of
in two languages.
Another Language (TSALT) whom
Unfortunately, with money and the students visit during certain
teachers both in short supply, for periods of the day for tutorial
the present the program must session. These specially trained
concentrate its efforts on the greit teachers concentrate on the oral

switch to English too fast.''
In addition, Federal Title VII
In order to aid in the study of money is funding programs at two
language, there is a sequence to schools which are bilingual from
the language arts program de- pre-kindergarten through the sixth
• signed by the school system which grade.
all teachers follow. In addition,
The problem with any Federal
there is a core of social studies funding is the restrictions placed
integrating the students' culture on its use. "A great deal of our
with American culture. A resource time and money is spent reporting
center provides books, films, and to the government about when and
tapes to students.
how their money is spent," comThe Bilingual Education de- ments Ms. Smith.
partment is attempting to establish
Yet, Ms. Smith feels that these
continuity in its program by money problems do not represent
holding workshops for teachers, the most serious threats to bilingand assessing student need at the ual education. She emphasizes the
New Arrival Center located at difficulty in dealing with people
Bulkley High School.
who don't understand the principIf a student needs a program les of bilingual education.
not offered at his local school, the
"There are a lot of people out
school system tries to bus him to there who belive that we must all
another location. Unfortunately, speak nothing but English. If we
this is a costly procedure and were to force students to forget
money is a problem for the their native language we would not
program.
'
only be thwarting their growth, but
Monies for the program come we would be cutting off our own
from the State and Federal govern- possibilities to be a nation rich in
ments in the form of grants to the variety of fully developed cullocal school system. The amount of_ tures."
revenue arriving from Federal and
state souices depends on the
This Is the first of three articles
programs and laws enacted from about the city's Bilingual Educayear to year.
tion Program. Next, Tripod reA state law recently enacted porter Julie Johnson goes to a
requires that bilingual education be bilingual class.
offered if there are twenty students
in any one school who speak one
language other than English.
As Edna Smith points out, this
cont. from page 2
presents problems when there are
twenty students in one school who dent to reach the Rhine rivet
are not proficient in English but during World War 11, and he was
gracefully before being pushed out. py with his inability to' 'keep better whose dominant languages are all the only American Correspondent
inside the garrison * during the
,
Ward told the Amherst control" over student protest on different.
Federal funds come in a variety Battle of JDienbienphu. ,
community in his resignation that' the South Africa issue. Two weeks
The presence of such qualified
he feels the 15 years spent at ago, Amherst trustees were forced of forms, including funds for
Amherst has been enough, and that to leave their meeting single file TSALT, money for bilingual educa- spokesmen present a rare and
he needs to move on in the world. through a large crowd of students tion of the disadvantaged, HUD timely opportunity. Admision for
grants, and money from the Trinity students and faculty is free.:
He also said that his leaving now conducting a silent vigil.
other students will be charged $1,
would be easier for the college than
Many faculty are unhappy Comprehensive Employment and and general admission is $2. The
Training
Act
(CETA).
leaving in a couple of years.
about not being given enough time
debate is scheduled for November
It is customary that the to study a new treasurer's proposal
29, and will begin at 8:00 p.m. The
President of Amherst only serve for about faculty compenstation,
debate will be followed By a
10 years. Next year the school will something Ward had promised
question and answer period.
eont.
from
page
4
embark on a *three year capital they would be aoie to ao. me
funds drive, and Ward said that trustees received ,the report successful and the shelves were
restocked with cans of tuna fish,
he felt it would be unfair to make a without faculty input.
new president take .over in the
And many alumni are still soup, baby food, and vegetables.
The bank's precarious life rests
middle of such a drive.
unhappy about the decision of the
squarely
on the shoulders of the
cont. from page 3
Campus speculation has been school to go co-educational three
that Ward saw the handwriting on years ago. Since the board of public. Receiving no funds from
Drawing
from the comments
the wall, and decided to leave trustees cannot be fired for such a the government, the bank owes its made by administrators, union
existence
solely
to
those
who
take
before a confrontation. Many decision, Ward was bound to feel
the time to make a contribution. "It spokesmen, faculty members and
factions of the community have some heat.
the
public fails to keep the bank staff, labor-management relations
been unhappy with Ward's perJust what Ward will do is not going, no one else will," Said between the Union for Buildings
formance.
known. In his resignation an- Puzzo.
and grounds and the administraSome students do not feel he . nouncement, he said that he was
Before the bank existed, those tion have progressed fairly smoothhas maintained the ."high moral just going to take some time off lacking food simply had no ly, and the possibility for organposition" he had during the and read. Some, however, think he recoruse but fo go hungry. Parker ization of currently non-unionized
Vietnam War during the current will try to' parlay the Amherst emphasized that the bank fills a members of the staff remains open.
squabbles with the trustees over presidency into the presidency of a vital need and both he and Puzzo Both administrators and union
campus investments in South large university. Others have have committed themselves to leaders have indicated the ability of
Africa, a hot-issue for better than a suggested he may even make a run keeping the bank alive. Parker both sides to constructively resolve
at the governorship of Mass- stated, "Once it goes under, it will the issues of contention within a
year now.
The trustees are equally unhap- achusetts in 1982.
be difficult to get it started again." productive working environment.
development of English while the
student continues to learn concepts
in his native language.
"Pair Modeling" operates in a
few schools. Under Pair Modeling,
two groups of students exchange
teachers for classes taught in
different languages. Certain
schools utilize team teaching while
others rely on Multi Instructional
Areas, large classrooms with individualized interest i areas. Most
schools utilize some combination of
these methods.
Underlying all of these approaches is the 'philosophy that
concepts must be taught in the
language a student understands
best.
For instance, with a student
who speaks only one language, all
concepts are taught in that language while oral use of English is
developed. Gradually, the content
and concepts taught in English
increases as the oral facility
increases.
Finally, it is necessary to make
certain that the student has strong
oral development of his native
language as well so that reading
skills in his own language can be
transferre d to English.
"The rule of thumb is never to
translate," says Edna Smith. "An-.
other important thing is not to

Mideast

Ward Announ cesR esignation
By Jon Zondennan
. ,«I«hn Wtfttam Ward, r President
of Amherst College since 1971,
handed in his resignation last
Tuesday. The resignation becomes
effective at the end of this current
academic year.
In his resignation, Ward cited
personal reasons for leaving the
post he has held for eight years. But
much speculation around campus
is that Ward is bowing out
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Editorial
SGA Panel Succeeds
For those in attendance, last Tuesday's first session of the
Student Government Association Student-Facuity-Admimstration
Panel was a valuable experience. The discussion was wide-ranging
and the speakers were varied, representing many segments of the
College community. What was provided was an opportunity for any
and all to speak their minds about anything and everything.
And that is just what happened. Faculty cutbacks, tenure and
Gurricular requirements were the main topics in a discussion that was
both intelligent and informative. No definitive answers were given at
this forum and no final decisions were made. The forum served as an
opportunity to pass along information or, to use a word that was quite
popular at Trinity last year, communicate.
Communication was a problem on campus last year, both between
the students themselves and between the community as a whole.This
panel, one of the results of the new SGA constitution, is the type of
institution which can help to better communicate on campus. The
Tripod heartily endorses it and anxiously awaits its next meeting.

Anything But Apathetic
Last Thursday many Trinity students spent their dollars in an.
admirable way, by passing up Saga in favor of seeing their dollars
given to the Hartford Food Bank. Some $800 to $850 will'be sent to
the Food Bank.
The moving force behind this noble activity on campus was the
Trinity Community Action Center. The time that they took in
organizing this activity is much appreciated. That so many students
were willing to forego the dining hall is commendable. All in all, it
was an effort of which we can be proud.
Another commendable effort, occurred this weekend as' Trinity
students came to the aid of Deke. Some $1,100 were raised to help the
fraternity pay off its tax debts.
The last week has been a good one for Trinity and one of which
we should all be proud. The spirit shown by our students towards a
part of our College community and towards the larger community has
been a welcome sign in these times of alleged student apathy.

Commentary
Over the Transom
By Eric Grevstad

Knowing Where You're Coming From

I lead a pretty straight, sedate,
laid-back sort of life, which is
neither as easy nor as boring as, it
looks. It's like being a tester for
Consumer Reports: You think you
have a safe, steady, conservative
sort of job, and then they tell you
to'drive a car •with no hands. One
minute you're going steadily
enough, the next minute you're
over the Horizon.
My last indication that it's hard
to tell what's square and what's
mellow these days came a few
weekends back • at Cinestudio,
where an SRO crowd of kinky,
drug-crazed college kids packed
the aisles to see The Adventures of
Robin Hood and Casablanca.
Considering that the films were
made in 1938 and 1943, this is like
theD.AJt. going to Animal House.
• Nevertheless, the audience had
a great time. They cheered everymove Errol Flynn made, and hissed

the evil Basil Rathbone with all
their might. Even more interesting,
they were so caught up in the spell
that a modern, experimental
animated film came on between the
features, and they hissed that. (Just
then the soundtrack changed and
the film, to its everlasting credit,
hissed back. At that, the audience
broke into applause. It was that
kind of night.)
I was fascinated. When I was
fifteen—and 15 was younger then
than it is now—I was saddened to
hear a girlfriend say casually that
Yellow Submarine was "a great
film to see if you were stoned."
Here, in College, people were
booing 1978 and cheering for Errol
Flynn. Times change. •
People talk a lot about the
difference between the youth of
today and that of the sixties, and I
think one difference is that it's
harder to judge what's in and
what's out; we are less single-

Or-

minded in action, but we're also
less simplistic. Even slang has more
variety. In the '60's, you could go to
any college campus in the country,
and everybody would be saying
"hip," "cool," and "groovy." Today,
they say different things at different colleges, or even in different
dorms.
College slang changes faster,
than any other kind. Last year, for
example, key—as an adjective
meaning "good," "impressive,"
"fortunate"—was very key at
Trinity; it hasn't been used on
campus in months, but I hear it's
very big at Williams now. Its
replacement at Trinity, which
started in the frats last spring, was
first heard by me last summer, and
is now gaining ground in college
sportswriting and Datsun commercials, is awesome. (The water
polo team, flushed with success at
their 17-1 season, made a determined effort to introduce moist,

which did not win approval and is programs, another is on Vernon
dying a well-deserved death.) At -Street taking the license plates off
Wesleyan, the trick is to mix moving cars.
A place like Trinity, when it
French with drugs: Quel bummer.
I am sensitive to these things, works—and it generally works
because I study English and pretty well, though there is a lot of
because my family is a word- cliquishness around—takes the
conscious one; my mother has prep stereotype, the public-schoo!
, taken to saying she "knows where stereotype, the pte-med stereotype,
I'm coming from," but then I once and the drug stereotype, 'att4
convinced her that body surfing throws them all togehtePtm me
involves one person standing on campus. As a result, life sometimes
another. But language is only a sounds like a cross between the
reflection of culture; and what it caption of a New Yorker cartoon
tells us in this case is that the old and a screen play for Saturday
college
stereotypes—whether Night Live: you get people in Topthey're "radical" like the sixties or Siders and Fair • Isle sweaters,
"serious" like today—do not work. going to identical parties and
At Trinity, even the fraternities saying'' Excuuuuuuse ME!"
refuse to be traditional social
clubs: while one organizes a fundThese are wild and crazy times.
raiser for the Big Brother and Sister
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More Commentary
On "Gregory Disappointing"- Let's Be for Real

By Marie D. Shepherd

On October 31, DickGregory
appeared at Trinity College.
November 7, the controversial
article ''Dick Gregory Disappointing in Trinity Appearance,"
appeared in the Tripod. The article
by Jon Zonderman criticized
Gregory as paranoid, mentally
disturbing, gone around the bend,
and his message as "real
psychosis." Despite the "News
Analysis' heading, I found little
news within the print but rather
Zonderman's opinion of a
comedian who did not play the
comedian role. It is difficult for me
and other concerned students to
view Gregory as a comedian, and
to interpret his presentation as a
comic act. At the same time, it is
many times more difficult to accept
the Tripod's article as "News
Analysis."
The first point evident from the
article concerns the positive
aspects of Dick Gregory's words
which Zonderman seems to have
overlooked. Any man who speaks
of the crisis of world wide starvation (one of the crises that we
here at Trinity lose little sleep over)
and offers a means by which to
eliminate that crisis, is admirable.
One cannot accept Zonderman's
criticism of Gregory's words as
"real psychosis." When the shroud t
of conspiracy hovers over the
slaying of two of the most powerful
leaders of the century, and points
to the FBI-CIA and/ or State
Department, as co-conspirators
(COINTELPRO), one cannot
accept Zonderman's dubbing of
Gregory (who has proven these
theories) as "gone around the
bend." After all, is that not murdering the messenger for bringing
bad news? Ultimately, we cannot
and will not accept the concept of
Dick Gregory as paranoid, when he
whole-heartedly invests his faith in
this generation's ability "to turn

this thing around."
Gregory spoke of many of the
social ills of our country that
advanced and sophisticated as it is
prefers to have go untreated. Drug
abuse, alcoholism, malnutrition,
and other dangerous social attitudes we readily condone were
dealt with maturely, effectively,
and skillfully enough to cause us to
pause and say, to ourselves, "of
course." As you sit alone early
some morning and wonder,
"couldn't a country as great as ours
rid itself of dope if it wanted to?"
Does not one conclude, "Of
course?" When one man produces
a method to wipe out hunger, and
one wonders if our country withits
countless expert research teams
can eliminate hunger; one
whispers, "Of course." The value" of
such ideas were hardly brought to
the Tripod readers' attention.
Gregory mentioned many other
peculiar facts to those who heard
him out with an open mind. He
explained that the American Indians, in protest of the conditions
under which they must live,
marched from California to the
capital to demand the rights
inherently their own. However,
marching not with vengeance or
threats but with love and prayer,
resulted in the American Media's
respone : "No Comment" to the
ordeal. Did you realize this rally
took place? Of course not. The
concept focuses itself even more
dearly on the example of the Black
Panther Party. During the '60's
when Panther leaders sought to
violently end police brutality in the
black community, one remembers
well ' t h a t ' those confrontations
made headlines. Yet at the
present when Panther innovated
programs are devised to enrich the
community (such as free food and
educational programs), we hear as
much about them as we do of the
Indians. Gregory is disturbing!?!

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

Suggesting that the media print and
broadcast only what it wants us to
read, see and hear is disturbing
only when you don't want to walk
alone some starry night and think
about it for yourself.
Gregory pointed out how
popular it is nowadays to condemn
welfare recipients as lazy and indolent and living comfortably at
the expense of the tax payer. He
argues that judging from their
condition, they cannot possibly be
living that comfortably, yet the
motives and methods of those who
manipulate and distribute welfare
funds, go mysteriously unchallenged. The man is simply
telling us that to fight the symptoms is not to solve the source of a
problem. When this anti-welfare
movement first became popular,
Gregory reasoned that it became
politically popular to reduce
welfare
funds.
Upon
this
reasonable assumption, Gregory
formulated a. political hypothesis
dealing with welfare which Znderman called "ludicrous." The
basis for Zonderman's counterthesis was that "incumbents are

being defected because they have
continued to be too generous with
social service funds." With worsening poverty statistics in our
country, one who hears out
Gregory with an open mind will say
to oneself, "Of course." Not one of
these positive aspects of Gregory's
message were mentioned in
Zonderman's supposed "News
Analysis." Instead reference was
made to his earlier status as a
"were mouthed comedian",
obviously an effort to confine him
as a comedian or clown, rather
than a man who offers wholly
"himself and artificial flavor and
artificial color, to every audience
whom he addresses.
Ultimately, Gregory's message
on finding "self" and unifying
oneself with the very life force that
propels one through the universe,
was worth every cent of the price
we paid for his appearance.
Whether
you
believe
the
allegations Gregory has made
concerning our government, our
society, and ourselves, or not, his
challenge to us all to think about
what goes on in the world around

us and why, was shamefully omitted
from Zonderman's alleged analysis
of the news. It is that "force within
us," as Gregory calls it, that we all
will face as we incorporate our
nation's injustices and maladies
into ourselves. And you know
something? When one faces
.oneself—a lie is a lie, a fart is fart,
and one who is true to oneself can
never walk away from this fact.
Here the integrity of the Dick
Gregory message leaped from the
microphone and stared one cold in
the eyes, yet Jon Zonderman could
not see far enough to include that
integrity into his article.
When articles such as these
appear in the Tripod, concerned
students such as myself will by no
means allow them to go unnoticed,
unquestioned or unanswered. To
the Tripod, we demand that the
"news" be presented as factually as
possible, while biased opinions
such . a "Dick Gregory Disappointing in Trinity Appearance" be
confined to editorial columns
designated for this purpose.

Look A Little Deeper
ByCarlGuenriere
The fast is over. Now it's time
for reflection in order to make a
comprehensive evaluation of the
event. First of all, slightly over one
thousand dollars were raised for
the Hartford Food Bank. Fewer
people in Hartford will go without
food this winter because of the
Trinity community's efforts*. On a
cursory level, wow! This sounds
great, but let's take a closer look at
what went behind all that money.
Trinity community Action
Center (T.C.A.C.) organized the
fast. This group believes in the
concepts of communitv and

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

communitarianism.
Community
can be defined as a social group
sharing common characteristics or
interests, and perceived as distinct
in some respect from the larger
society within which it exists.
Though a community may be
perceived or perceive itself as
different from the larger society,
,.,that community roust realize it is
still part of the larger society, and
\ice versa. Basic social principles
dictate that one aspect of a society
affects the other and interaction
may occur on a myriad of levels.
This interaction, good or bad,
cannot
be
ignored,
Communitarianism accepts this fact
and tries to bridge the differeing
communities by calling attention to
the groups' common interestes and
needs. Often this leads to the needs
that are inherent in any man. (need
for food, shelter, love, etc.) By
appealing to these mutual needs
|; and interests when sharing each
other's resources and working
together to eliminate the bad and
perpetuate the good, communitarianism is achieved.
The fast was an excellent

example of communitarianism.
Community resources
were
utilized when we had SGA
members and RA's obtain
signatures of meal plan members
who were willing not eat in Saga,
and had musically talented
students provide entertainment at a
benefit performance and at the
"Break-fast. "This was also apparent when a UN speaker and THAP
fellowship recipient provided
information concerning the world
food supply situation.
Through the various activities,
we probably helped eliminate some
negative aspects Jike apathy,
negativism, and more concretely
the revenues at the Iron Pony Pub
(by having Kim StrongirVs benefit
performance there), and obviously
the lack of food for Hartford's
poor.
Yes, the fast was a success
financially. We did raise one
thousand dollars for the Hartford
Food Bank. Equally important
though, we haye proven that
communitarianism exist on campus
and it's well worth the effort.

Luis Tiant

"Cryin' Time Again"
By Keith W.McAber

PIZZA
^ T l

—T——'

Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

Phone

Richard Staron

247-0234

prop.

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
Hartford

"It's'cryin' time again 'cause
you're gonna leave me." I wonder if
Ray Charles was a Red Sox fan
because once again the Sox administration has broken the hearts
of countless ' Fenway
Park
Aficionados. Luis Tiant, the ageless
Cuban, has been given away to the
enemy and with him goes a chunk
of the soul of Red Sox fans
wevery where.
As usual, New York- plays the
villain but one has to ask whether
they are really evil or whether the
Red Sox are being destroyed from
withinl It wasn't the Yankees' fault
that the Red Sox lost their pennant
winning lead. It wasn't the Yankees
who raised the price of bleacher
seats to three dollars. And filially it
wasn't the Yankees who stole away
Luis Tiant. So if not the Yankees
then who? Yep, none other than
the Red Sox themselves.
Well, now that's it has been has

been decided who is undermining
the Red Sox, the question is why.
Why would anyone in their right
mind let the heart and soul of their
pitching , staff be sold to the
Yankees for less than a third of
what it cost the Sox to steal away
Mike Torrez only a year ago? It is
true that among Boston pitchers
Luis only ranked third with
victories. Furthermore, Tiant only
struck out 1065 batters, a tally
second to Cy Young. Or maybe the
Sox let go of Luis because he only
went 3-0 in 1975 post-season games
including two world series victories
over Cincinnati, The reasons
behind the Tiant maneuvre boggle
the minds of most Red Sox fans.
There are still a few truly hardnosed Red Sox fans who try to
justify the Tiant disaster by saying
that,Luis was getting old and losing
his stuff. Maybe his fast ball isn't as
fast as it used to be but what Luis
cont. on page &
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Letters
college paper is respected on its
campus—as I am sure the Tripod
is on the Trinity campus at this
time-and I believe that faculty and
administrators are not unwilling to
have responsible criticism if they
have the opportunity to answer any
that they feel is uninformed or
unfair.
Hearty congratulations to you
and to all members of your staff.
Your long hours of hard work are
producing a newspaper in which all
members of the Trinity family can
take pride.
Sincerely,
Harold L. Dorwart
Professor Emeritus

was a beautiful moment for Deke
at Trinity. We hope that our forthcoming smiles extend beyond the
confines of our house. As the Trinity community chipped in its efforts
to help save Deke, so we feel
obliged to respond in kind to lift
spirits on the Trinity campus.
Again, we thank each and every
person who appreciated our
moment.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Sisters and Brothers of Deke

more importantly as individuals,
abuse Saga. As a Saga employee, I
see a lot of actions which are
unnecessary. There are four main
Open letter to the community:
concerns which only the students
Where do we begin? This past
can remedy:
weekend, the,Deke house sent out
1) Students attempt to get free
S.O.S. signals to the Trinity
community at large. Yesterday, last
meals by sneaking in. This is costly
night and this morning, Trinity
to Saga and those of us on the meal
responded sincerely and in unison
plan.
in helping Deke sustain its efforts
2) Saga is not a grocery store.
at wiping out past tax dehts. After
Therefore, we are not allowed to
13 hours of live music, the Deketake food out of the dining hall.
athon rallied enough support to
Once again, this costs Saga and
raise $1100, all of which is to be paid
students more money.
towards our" December deadline
3) Too much food is wasted,
tax bill.
Everyday; trays go into the
At this point, many thanks are
dishroom literally full of food. We~
To the Editor:
due. To the Trinity students, we
need to be more careful wun me
I have been reading the Tripod
open our arms in appreciation of
quantity of food we take.
on a,fairly regular basis since I first
the support both spiritual and
4) Finally, I am not a maid. I
came to the Trinity campus in 1949.
financial. In particular, we wish to
really don't mind working in the
Recently I read the issue for
publicly acknowledge the efforts of
To the entire Trinity Community: dishroom, but I do mind having to
November 7,1978 (all the way from
St. A's and Pike in pooling
I'm sure that anyone on the pick up trays that other people
front page to back page), and I
available resources to initiate our
meal plan this semester is fully have left behind. If everyone would
want to tell you that in the past
benefit campaign, Thanks are also
aware of the hardships that exist. take the extra minute to bring their
thirty years I do not recall having
due to Psi U for canceling a
Problems arise from shortages of tray up to the dishroom, life would
read a better issue. The coverage
conflicting party and Crow and AD
was varied, interesting, and ex- food, workers, time, and space. be a lot more simple for all of us.
for their manifest support of the
The situation, however need not be
tensive and I thought the writing
At this point, I ask everyone to
festivities. Of course, we cannot
was of high quality. I particularly
permanent; it can be changed. I seriously consider their actions.
neglect to mention the support of
like the fact that each article
suggest that we all stop grumbling We are all guilty. A few individuals
the hundreds of other peoplewho
carried a by-line. This not only
about the inconveniences and put won't make much difference, but if
filled our floors with good spirits,
assures that the writer will receive
up with the situation until changes we all try to change our eating
literally and metaphorically.
credit for good work, but also tends are made. Nothing can be done by habits, then maybe at some point
to encourage responsible writing.
complaining. In the meantime, Saga will be better equipped to
The Tripod rightly asks that Letters
students can concentrate on im- service us.
to the Editor have-signatures and it
proving the situation from their
Thank you,
is only fair for the readers to know
end. We as a student body, but
.- . Lynn E.Hyatt'80
the names of the writers of articles. .„ SSttttW:;:;:;::;*::?::^^
.•
- ^
ft
I recall that once during my &
early years at Trinity I was irritated
by something I had read in the
Tripod, spoke to the Dean about it,
PHONE 5 4 7 - O 2 6 3
and asked him if he wasn't
bothered by some of the things that
Eats the Ground."
ByRlckSager
were being printed at that time. His
They also recommended that frank answer was that it did not
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS
Tin's summer, a group of world the sculpture between Mather and concern him in the least; he had|
renowned sculptors, artist and the Austin Arts Center be melted simply learned not to read the
other "artsy" people from the "The Austin Arts Center be melted paper! Much as I can sympathize i j O H N W. DULKA, PROP.
* 1 9N E W BRITAIN AVE.
More You Art, The Better You down and made into something with his point of view I think it is a $
HARTFORD, CONN.;:-:
Feel" school in Cambridge came to either useful or nice to look at. In much healthier situation when a $
(corner Henry St. next to Corner Tap)::j:
Trinity College to inspect and an alternative plan, they suggested
make recommendations for im- fitting a bowl onto the top and turn
provements and/ or replacements 'it into a giant birdbath for large
of Trinity's art projects and ostriches or small flying dinosaurs.
displays.
In addition, the committee
One thing which they noticed commented on the new presidents'
which- demands immediate at- house saying, "It is a very intention is that the statue of Bishop teresting example of- what arBrawnell is sagging. In order to chitecture, can mean to modern
combat this terrible calamity, the man. It really belongs in a
committee recommended that the museum." Unfortunately, most
statue be turned upside down, be students would rather see it in a
buried up to the shoulders and museum than on campus.
renamed "The Headless Horseman
Their last recommendation was
made after their tour of the Life
Sciences Center. They recommended that the building be torn
down so that students don't have to
cont. from page 7
pay for the heating bills in that the
lost in speed he more than building uses enough oil to keep
doubled in experience and finesse. the Saudi Arabian economy in
About Tiant getting old, come on better shape than our own. They
guys get real. Yastreinski is nearer also commented ori how ugly it was
to the forty year barrier than Tiant andthatthe architecthould get an
but is anyone thinking of trading award for the "most inefficient use
Yaz? Of course not. So there must of SRace since the Russian plan to
be another reason why the Red Sox land on the moon." Now that
administration didn't retain Tiant. wasn't funny.
A general consensus of Red Sox
fans is that it was "pure stupidity."
"They're trying to lose next year
before it's even begun."
ATERWFYING LOVE STORY
Whatever the reason, Luis
JOSEPH ELEVINE PRESENTS
Tiant is in pinstripes for at least two
MAGIC
years. There's not much anyone
can do about it except wipe thes
ANTHONY HOPKINS ANN-MARGRET
BURGESS MEREDITH EDLAUTER
tears away and hope for someone to>
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER CO. ERICKSON
clear the haze that surrounds the
MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
Red Sox administration before they
SCREENPLAY BY WILLIAM GOLDMAN
can totally destroy the Sox that we
BASED
UPON HIS NOVEL
have come to know and love.
PRODUCED BY JOSEPH E. LEVINE
AND RICHARD PLEVINE
DIRECTED BY RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH

Deke's Thanks

The entire benefit would not
have been possible without the
volunteered time, energy and
talent of the musicians who performed. Of the Trinity community,
we most sincerely wish to applaud
the contributions of the Pipes,
Snow Blind, Kim Strongin, and the
arious student talents who
maintained the smooth flow of live
music. We'd very especially like to
v
embrace the devotion of Michael
LeClaire who manned the sound
board for the 13 hours of music.
To forward our benefit drive
past this weekend and into the
future, we'd again like to thank St.
A's and AD for their pledged
support. The two fraternities
promised to donate proceeds from
upcoming parties to the Deke
galvanization efforts.
Last night, an individual was
heard to say: "Maybe Deke should
have problems like this more often." As last night became Trinity's
realization of the powers and good
sentiments of solidarity, so maybe
the school will afford a new sense
of community from our difficulties.
Whereas Deke has not yet reached
financial/stability, it cannot be but
moved to continue promoting a
sense of this community. Last night

Kudos
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Poetry Review

Walcott Enthralls Listeners with Poetry
faces soon reflected their interest,
By Barbara I. Selmo
I guess it was only fitting that and even the students began to feel
since I previewed Derek Walcott's comfortable with the poetry.
I poetry, I was delegated to review it. Walcott has an unbelieveable
Not only did I get the chance to talent that was demonstrated by his
hear his poetry read, but I also got reading.
the opportunity to observe and
Walcott began the evening with
speak to the poet.
a few remarks concerning his work
Sponsored by the Trinity and the contribution his life has
College Poetry Center, and held in made to it. The C arribean is deep
Wean Lounge, the reading was in Walcott's soul, and his poetry is
very well attended. A mixture of an expression of that world. As a
students, faculty and people from black man of the Caribbean,
the community, the audience was Walcott said, he and others
slowly drawn into a dream-like like him have learned to achieve
attentiveness by Walcott. Their their identity through lone-

Derek Walcott, who gave aa extremely successful reading of Us
poetry last Wednesday night In Wean Lounge, la shown here
making a point during that lecture-reading.

liness and isolation. Walcott Virgins," and "Schooner Flight," a
continued by saying that these poem about a sailor who left the
emotions are reflected in and are a Carribean because of politcal
direct part of his poetry.
difficulties. "Schooner Flight"
Walcott stated that he felt he takes the reader on a Carribean
"odyssey" that is similar to the
had arrived at a firmness of
language. This firmness and his voyage made by Homer's Ulysses.
ability to manipulate Ms language Walcott said that he conceived the
to produce desired effects have whole idea one day when he was
pleased Walcott. The Carribean, sitting on the beach reading
he said, is a place of many Homer. (He pointed out that he
languages. Each island has its own wasn't reading Homer for the
effect, since it was a deserted
dialect, plus the unique existence
of languages that developed from beach during the off season, and no
one was there to notice the title on
the m e t r o p o l i t a n - F r e n c h ,
Spanish and English Creole, 'and the book jacket. This definitely
finally, English. Walcott felt that delighted the audience.)
About this time, I was struck
his poetry can and does use these
many languages effectively. The with a real sense of this man. I felt
influence of such an abundance of that Walcott had a great capacity
dialects, Walcott said, is amazing; for speaking through the character,
to be able to write in a culture in his own voice, almost making the
where the language is still character incidental. This could in
developing is a rich and fulfilling some people's opinions be a
experience that produces an in- detriment to his poetry, but I felt
that to hear Walcott directly
vigorting language palette.
The job of any writer, Walcott speaking through the sailor in
reflected, is very difficult. Whether "Schooner Flight" and through his
he lives in the G arribean or not, a many other characters makes his
poet can become confused and poetry much more personal. And
unsure of what he is doing. To to me, Walcott was genuinely
write he must listen to his own funny, in a very subtle way.
inner voice—a skill that takes
This humor was very evident in
forever to master. In the meantime, the next piece read, an excerpt
Walcott mused, you wander from his play "Joker of Seville." It
around a tormented poet, unable to was without doubt the most wellexpress in writing what you're received piece. His skillful touch
thinking.
with humor and his amazing ability
Walcott preluded the reading of for quick, meaningful dialogue was
his first poem by stating thai he was never so apparent as when he read
attempting, with the evening's tfiis excerpt. In this-part of the
program, to show the language he play, Don Juan, the leading
uses. He proceeded to read "In the character, is shipwrecked with his

servant on a beach in the New
World. He encounters a girl,
Tisbia, wandering on the beach. A
bit of a blue stocking, Tisbia revels
in moralizing to herself, testing her
rhetorical abilities. Her attempt at
a high mimetic soliloquy is
amusing, but the masterpiece of
clever repartee is the dialogue
between Don Juan and Tisbia.
Ribald in parts, it could only have
been the fruit of an ingeniously
clever mind.
The program ended with a
reading of five of Walcott's
poems, "A Cont," "Spring St. &
58th," "The Bright Field,"
"Preparing for Exile," and "Sea
Grapes." Quite frankly, I was very
reluctant to interrupt the moments
I spent listening by jotting down
notes. I was more interested in
listening to Walcott readng. His
voice, carefully reined in some
parts, fully resonant in others, had
the ability to completely captivate
one. The ideas and themes of the
poems can be derived from reading
them, but an oral presentation gives
the audience more than just
structural qualities.
At the reception afterward, I,
with much trepidation, managed.to
ask Walcott two questions.
Because of all he had said about
the Carribean and the writing
challenge its many dialects created,
I asked him if he would have felt
the need to write had he lived
elsewhere. Mr. Walcott assured me
that he .would have because his
family was a 'great and inspiring
cont. on page 10

Cast Announced for Ibsen's Hedda Gabler
The final casting for what can
only be called an all-star show has
been announced and rehearsals
have begun for the Theatre Arts
Department's production of Ibsen's
Hedda Gabler.
The production will be directed
b Assistant Professor of Theatre

Arts Roger Shoemaker. Professor
Shoemaker has directed many
productions at Trinity, Jay Presson
Allen's The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie and Brecht's Threepenny
Opera amnong them. Shoemaker
also performed the role of Falstaff
in the 1977 production of Henry IV,

Sharon Laughlin [1.] and John Thompson are shown here
rehearsing a- scene bom the upcoming Theatre Arto production of
H*en's "Hedda Gabler." Ms. Laoghlln will play Hedda and Mr.
Thompson wti} play her hasband, Dr. George Tesman.

Pt. 1.
The title role will be played by
Sharon Laughlin. An established
performer in Joseph Papp's
Shakespeare in the
Park
productions, Ms. Laughlin has
assumed the role of Actress-inResidence at Trinity for the
remainder of the term. In addition
to performing, Ms. Laughlin will
also teach a master class in acting
techniques.
Doctor George Tesman will be
played by John Thompson '81.
Hedda Gabler will be the sixth play
at Trinity in which Mr. Thompson
has ^performed. Among the roles
which Mr. Thompson has played
are Prince Hal in Henry IV, Pt. I,
Gordon Lowther in The Prune ol
Miss Jean Brodie, and Joe Brennen
in the Spring Repertory production
of Winners.
Kathy Dorsey '80 will play Thea
Elvsted. Ms. Dorsey has been seen
in Trinity productions as Felicity
Cunningham in The Real Inspector
Hound, Monica in The Prune of
Miss Jean Brodie, and was featured
in the Pinter Blackouts.
In the role of Judge Brack,
audiences will see Michael
Countryman '80. Mr. Countryman
has played numerous roles at
Trinity, including the Father in
Pirandello's Six Characters fat
Search of an Author, Hotspur in
Henry IV, Pt. 1, and Guildenstern
in Stoppard's Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead.
Ian MacNeil '80 will play the
role of Eilert Lovborg. Mr.
MacNeii has performed for Trinity
audiences as the Merchant in
Brecht's The Exception and the
Role, Birdboot in Stoppard's The

Real Inspector Hound, and Ligurio
in Mandragola.
The role of Juliana Tesman will
be played by Janet Weakley '80.
Ms. Weakley has been seen as
Bananas in the Fall Lift One-Act
production of John Guare's The
House of Blue Leaves and as the

Cigarette Girl in the Jesters
production of El Grande de CocaCola.
*
Playing the role of Berta will be
Jill Steidl '81. Ms. Steidl performed
for Trinity audiences in the Spring
Repertory production of Domino
cont. on page 10

Kathy Dorsey, who will play the role of Thea Elvsted In the
Theatre Arts Department's presentation of Ibsen'* "Hedda
Gabler," had something to smile about at a recent rehearsal for the
show, which will open on Thursday, December 7.

.,
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More Arts
Concert Choir Disappoints in Debut
By Lynn Susman
An admirable effort was made
by the Trinity Concert Choir in
their first program of the year,
Sunday evening; "An Evening of
Twentieth Century Music."
Though there were some high
points in the concert, the overall
•inconsistency and lack of direction
was disappointing.
However, the factors contributing to the evening's mediocrity
were not solely musical or choir-related. First, the Chapel does not
function well as a concert hall. The
audience is uncomfortable from an
aural and visual perspective. The
acoustics distort the intention of
the musicians therefore sacrificing
a clean performance. Second, the
stance and mannerisms of the

group detract from a potentially
polished.execution. Poor enunciation, faces buried in music, and an
orderless size arrangement are
trite, easily resolved, but nonetheless distract greatly from a performance. Third, most people are
unfamiliar with twentieth century
music, therefore it is difficult for
both musician and audience to
understand and enjoy. Despite
these problems, the Trinity Concert
Choir made a worthy, if not
totally successful attempt to present an evening of Twentieth
Century Music.
The program began with Arnold
Schoenberg's Friede Auf Erden.
This very difficult piece proved to
be a good opening work. The
performance was clean and impressive dynamically, the chromatics
and high passages being especially

well-eyecuted. However, the lack
of direction with which the piece
began set the mood for the concert.
Notes were sung but their relationship to each other was unconvincingly presented.
The selections following the
Schoenberg, though technically
less demanding, made the most
musical sense of the evening.
Here, There and Everywhere, a
favorite Lennon and McCartney
tune was performed with style and
taste. Lynn Boettger's poise,
presence, and talent as the soloist
contributed greatly to its success.
The second Beatles, selection,
Penny lane, was more carelessly
performed than the first.
The Gershwin selections from
Porgy and Bess, were highly
enjoyable but a bit dragged out.

Book Review

Leakey: Science and Speculation
By Ion Zonderman
One of man's greatest desires
has always been to find out who he
is and whence he has come. Most
of us turn to some sort of ritualistic
stories to explain our past, or at
least we did • before the 20th
century, when a few bold scientists
started charting out man's past
through fossil remains.
One of these bold men was
Louis Leaky. An equally bold
woman, Mary Leaky, his wife, was
another. One of their two children,
Richard,, nas < continued "\tlie
tradition.
Richard Leaky was born in the
bush of Africa, where his parents
spent better than 30 years searching for the remains of man's
prehistoric ancestors. Unlike his
parents, or'his brother Jonathon,
he has no formal university training
in any of the sciences usually
associated^with fossilhunters:
anthropolgy, paleontology, or
archeology.
But he has a natural instinct, a
knowledge of the terrain, which
allows him to do things that many
trained people cannot. For instance, he located the present site
of his fossil finding campsite, on
the bank of Lake Turkana in
Kenya, while he was flying home
from conferences in Nairobi.
The Lake Turkana site has,
since its discovery, yielded some of
the more important finds in the
field of prehistoric anthropology
since Mary Leaky's discovery of
Zinjanthi-opus at the site in Ciduvai
Gorge nearly 20 years ago.
Leaky and his cohorts have
datedman's direct ancestors back
farther than any previous expedition, better than two million
years. In addition, he has found
remains of beings thought only to
live in other regions of the world.
In all, he has filled in many of;the
gaps in our knowledge of where
we have come from ,
In People of the Lake,' the
second book in which Leaky has
collaborated with English science

writer and editor Roger Lewin
about his findings, the two men try>
to weave a history from the bones
found in the earth.
It is a book which goes far
afield of the original notion of a
fossilhunt. This simultaneously is
the book's strong and weak point.
Lewin and Leaky try to tie
recent research in primate
behavior to their own work with
prehistoric man to get a picture of
how these creatures conducted
their daily lives.
What is strong is the weaving of
narrative with the scientific'
research, always difficult to
accomplish. What is weak is that so
much of it is speculative; it is
almost fiction. One has to read the
scientific parts very closely in order
not to read the narrative like
Winnie the Pooh.
However, I think the strength of
this technique wins out in the end.
A three hundred page book about
making fossil discoveries and
cleaning old bits of bone would be
deathly dull to all Cut the most
hard-core fossil fanatics.
Leaky and Lewin have, instead,
written a book which ^ is more
comprehensive than most in integrating the loose ends of a wide
group of fields in the natural
sciences which have seen a
veritable explosion of new

influence in his life. He would have
written anywhere, so long as he had
had the same family. I also asked
him about the term "tone" and
what it meant in reference to
theme and language, Tone, he
replied, wasn't a surface quality. As
the theme and language changed,
so does the tone, since it is

Hedda

cont. from page 9
Courts. In addition, Ms. Steidl
worked last summer for SUMMERSTAGE,
Trinity's
professional summer theatre.
Hedda G abler will be performed on Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, December 7, 8, and 9 at
8:00 p.m. and on Sunday,
December 10 at 2:00p.m. Tickets
may be obtained by calling the
'Austin Arts Center Box Office at
527-8062.

WRTC Plays Albums
WRTC will play the following albums each weekday in their
entirety at 4:00 pm.
Tuesday, November 21: Jesse Collin Young, "American Dreams"
Wednesday, November 22s Uriah Heep "Fallen Angels"
Thursday, November 23: Arlo Guthrie "Alice's Restaurant"
Friday, November 24: Snail
Monday, November 27: Steeleye Span "Live at Last
Tuesday, November 28s Todd Rungren "Back to the Bars" (first
record)
"
Wednesday, November 29: Todd Rungren "Back to the Bars"
(second record)
Thursday, November 30: Queen "Jazz"
Friday, December 1: Joan Armatradtng "To the Limit"
Monday, December 4: Tom Waits "Blue Valentine"
v

Walcott-'s Reading
cont. from page 9

knowledge during the last quarter
of a century.
The
chapter
on
tool
manufacture, comparing the kind
of tools found in these fossil sites to
the kind of crude implements
which chimpanzees make and use,
was truly fascinating. Equally so
was the chapter about attempts to
teach primates how to use sign
language, and the speculation
about language
and
communication among our ancestors.
For anyone truly interested in
who he is and from where he has
come, and who is able - to
accommodate concepts, beyond
religious and cultural explanations,
People of the Lake would make a
fine Christmas or Chanuka
presenti

dependent upon both.
A poetry reading is an experience no one should miss. It is a
chance to participate in the oral
tradition of literature. The Trinity
Poetry Center ought to be thanked
for bringing Derek Walcott to the
Trinity community. I sincerely
hope that such programs will
continue.

Again, the musical interpretation
of these simpler pieces was easily
relayed to the audience yet the
quality of the performance was
sometimes sloppy and uneven. In
particular, the rhythms and syncopations throughout the songs
lacked crispness and zing. Especially well received were "Oh De
Lawd Shake De Heavens", "Bess,
you Is My Woman", and "Oh
Lwad I'm On My .Way." The
lighter music of The Beatles and
Gershwin provided a contrast with
the heavier works of the evening.'
After a brief intermission, the
program continued with a highly
successful and original idea. La
Creation Dn Monde by Dans
Milhaud was performed by the
College Orchestra and Danced by
Scott Collishaw, Leslie' Finch,
Grace Haronian, and Annette
Schlagenhauff. Though the orchestra suffered some basic problems in
timing the performance of the
dancers was delightful and refreshing. It is evident that the orchestral
performance lacked luster but the
creative efforts of the dancers are
to be commended for outshining
even the brass section.
The program closed with Stravinsky's Symphony of Psalms. The
choir ended on an optimistic note
as this performance showed great
improvement over previous pieces.
The Stravinsky showed good
musical tension, a result of the

Choir, directed by Gerald Moshell,
is open to membership by audition.
Upcoming events include the
Annual Service of Lessons and
Carols on December 10, a tour
along the East Coast during Spring
Vacation, and a performance of
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. The
Sunday Evening Concert of
Twentieth Century Music was
enjoyable in that it provided the
opportunity to listen to some of the
great Twentieth century music.
However, the quality of the rendition was inconsistent. In comparison to previous concert choir
programs,
Sunday
evening's proved to be only fair,
It is hoped that the December
tenth Lessons and Carols service
presents the usual polished performance of the Concert Choir. The
Choir's schedule this year is
demanding and exciting- It is this
critic's opinion that the Trinity
Concert Choir has the potential to
meet the challenge.

Ze'eva Cohen's Solo
Brightens Saturday
pressive and her fluid arms could
make the simplest gesture
beautiful. Each movement led
subtly to "the next without any
breaks in the flow of motion.
The performance consisted of
four selections. The first, called
"Three Landscapes," introduced
the audience to the many facets of
'her dancing. From a happy and
spritely beginning it became more
somber and returned with a lively
improvisation to finish. The
lighting throughout the evening,
expecially in "Three Landscapes,"
lent an air of mystery. At times the
lights seemed to suspend her within
the blackness of the stage, imbuing
her with the ethereal qualities not
of an angel but of a gentle spirit.
The lights would slowly filter in at
the beginning of each section and
later dim out, submerging her in
the darkness.

By Kathy Shileds

Ze'eva Cohen's solo performance Saturday night at
•Goodwin Theatre was exceptional.
For two hours she danced without
ever losing the audience's attention. Her selections were quite
varied and she was able to adapt
her style to each,' totally avoiding
monotony.
Ms. Cohen, born and first
trained in Tel Aviv, Israel, began
her career in New York at the age
of sixteen. She danced as a soloist
with many companies including
The American Dance Theatre at
Lincoln Center and the Dance
Theatre Workshop. She did much
of her own choreography and has
since gone on to do much guest
choreographing;
From the very first movement
one knew they were watching a
dancer of great skill and talent. She
"Thirty-two variations in C
carried herself with a graceful Minor," done to the music of
dignity. Her face was very excont. on page 11

'

SPECIAL PAY . A
for Holiday Help

work the Holiday
Season as a
WEA) Distributor for
*6.25 per hr.
call 872-2128

WANTED:
FURNITURE
Old or new or
broken
•'• Highest Prices Paid
Also Light hauling
Call Migat

527-6241
after 5:00 P.M.

lALOHA

BEER KEGS

to the
Lunch
Bunch
Janet

Choir's atentiveness, rehearsal,
clarity, and direction. It is unfortunate that the Choir pulled
together so late in the evening.
While parts of the Choir's
performance were excellent, the
group too often submitted to
mediocrity. The program as a
whole lacked unity and portrayed
little musical comprehension to its
audience. The Trinity College
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More Arts
Arts Calendar
edited by Maria Morris

O

i

New England Repertory Theater presents: "The School For
Wives by Moliere. The play will run from November 18 to December
17 Thursday, Friday, and Saturday at 8:00 p.m. and Sundays at 2:00
p.m. The New England Repertory Theater is located at the corner of
Oxford and Chatham Streets in Worcester, Mass. For information
call (617) 798-8685.
"A Christmas Cabaret" presented by the Downtown Cabaret
Theater's on-going children's theater, "Cabaret For Kids," will
open December 2 at the Bridgeport theater and will run Saturdays
for two shows at 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. throughout December.
The San Francisco Mime Troupe, probably the country's
best-known political theater group, will appear at the Yale
University Theater, 222 York Street in New Haven, in a. new
full-length play with music, False Promises/Nos Engenaron, on
November 29 and 30. For information call 1-432-4629.
The Cathedral of Saint Joseph will present a Pageant for the
Advent Season, entitled The Play of Mary, Sunday, December 3, at
3.00 at the Cathedral, 140 Farmington Avenue, Hartford.
"Should I Get Married; Should I Be Good?," a satirical view of
courtship and marriage with lyrical overtones, will be presented at
the University of Hartford on Friday and Saturday, December 1 and
2, and Thursday through Saturday, December 7 through 9. For
information call 243-4605.
Teachers College Theater presents Dream On Monkey Mountain
by Derek Walcott, at 8 p.m., on November 15, 16,17, 18, and 19, at
the Teachers College Theater, Horace Mann Hall, Teachers
College/Columbia University? corner of 120 Street and Broadway.
For information call (212) 678-3278.
Music
The Philwoods and Joe Morello Jazz Quartets will be featured in
the first major jazz concert ever held in the Springfield Civic Center,
Monday, November 27 at 7:30 p.m.
;
On Tuesday, November 28, at 10:;; PBS presents Sonndstage,
"A Santana Festival," The Latin sound of Santana is featured in
their hits "Black Magic Woman," "Dance Sister Dance" and "Let
the Children Play." Tower of Power, a San Francisco Bay area soul
band, plays a funk-rock medley and their horn section joins Santana
for "Give Me Love."
On Saturday, December 2, at 9:30, PBS presents Ray Charles at
the Montreaux Jazz Festival. Joining him are: Dizzy Gillespie,
trumpet; Hank Crawford,-alto saxaphone; David Neuman, tenor
sax; George Duvivier, bass; Micky Roker, drums; Kenny Barrell,
guitar; and Esther Phillips, singer.
"Don Pasquale", by Donizetti, will be the Connecticut Opera
Association's second performance of the 1978-79 season.
Performances are scheduled at Bushnell Memorial Hall, Hartford,
at 8 p.m. Saturday, December 2 with an Encore on Monday
December 4. For information call 236-0859.
Arts
An exhibition of American Folk Art is on display at Gallery A107
of Hartford's Wadsworth Atheneum now through November 26.
The Atheneum is open to the public Tuesday through Thursday, 11
a.m. through 3 p.m., Friday 11 a.m. through 8 p.m. and Saturday
and Sunday 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Amherst, Mass. - If you are a visual artist, performer, crafts
person, or writer this is your chance to participate in the largest arts
festival in New England. You have until January 15 to apply for the
1979 New England Artist Festival and Showcase which will be held
the weekend of May 11, in Northhampton, Mass. the festival is
sponsored by the Arts Extension of the Division of Continuing
Education at the University of Mass. at Amherst, in cooperation
with the Valley Advocate newspaper. Applications may .be obtained
by calling (413) 545-2013, or by writing to" the Arts Extension
Service, Box 321, North Amherst, Mass. 01059.
The holiday season begins right after Thanksgiving at
Hartford's Wadsworth Atheneum, when the annual Christmas
tableau in the Goodwin Parlor is unveiled to the public. The
presentation is a recreation of a Victorian family Christmas set in a
room brought in its entirety to the museum from the former
Goodwin House in Hartford.
A unique collection of 500 small scale works of art, by such noted
contemporary artists as Carl Andre, Duane Hanson, Andy Warhol
and Jasper Johns, will be displayed- at the Wadsworth Atheneum in
the upcoming MATRIX exhibition of Herbert Distel's Museum of
Drawers. The Show opens Friday November 24 and will remain
open in the museum's Avery Court through December 17. For
information call 278-2670.
Lectures and Poetry
.
Denise Levertov, said by critic Kenneth Rexroth to be
incomparably the best poet of the new avant-garde, will visit the
Public Library of New London on Friday, November 24, to lead a
poetry workshop at three p.m. and will read from her works at 8
p.m. For more information call 477-1411.
On Wednesday, Nov. 22, PBS presents "Thank You Comrades"
This hour long television film is a satiric account of a little-known
scandal that occurred during the early days of the Soviet
transformation of Russia, involving the state's fledgling film
industry.

Deadline for submissions Is Wednesday, November 29. Place all
submissions in the Review Mailbox, Box 4000. There will be an
important meeting of the Review staff on Thursday, November 30,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Tripod Office.

New Theatre to Open
"A beautiful, new legitimate
theatre that will present new,
serious drama will be built in
Bridgeport," said Claude McNeal,
artistic director and founder o{
Bridgeport's Downtown Cabaret
Theatre, this week, addressing and
seeking the support of the
Bridgeport Chamber o,f Commerce.
The Chamber unanimously
supported McNeal's plans to open
a second theatre in the same
Golden Hill Street building which
houses audiences for his current
original cabaret shows.
McNeal said the new theatre
will have a season of seven original
productions running from October
to June, with ^subscriptions
available.
As McNeal discussed the

October 1979 opening time for the
second stage, he also showed the
Chamber drawings and a small
scale model of the theatre which
•will have a tiered seating capacity
of 330, with a flexible three quarter
thrust stage, a two level lobby, with
a separate'entrance on Elm Street,
the estimated cost of which is
projected at $600,000.
McNeal concluded, "We're
doing cabaret here because I've
always thought this area needed it.
We've started a tradition, here
which I want to maintain. We
never had such a hard time as when
starting the cabaret theatre here
and so many people said it was
impossible to do, but we set a date
and opened the theatre on that
date. We will do the- same with the
second theatre."

Ze'eva Cohen's Solo
cont. from page 10
Beethoven, was more classical in
nature, It was almost a parody on
ballet, distorting the basic poses
and avoiding the structural'
disciplines. Her face, whose
urgency had held the audience in
the last piece, now toyed with
them, playing teasing and subtle
games.
The third piece, "Escape," had
a jazz tempo and tone. It was done
with five vacant chairs which she
made occupied as she danced
around them. Her movements were
very sharp and clear as she portrayed her version of the journey
from loneliness to love and the
disillusionment that leads one back
to start all over.
After intermission Ms. Cohen
performed "Mothers of Israel," a
piece derived from Jewish folklore.
In this she uniquely told the stories
of four Jewish mothers, Sarah,
Rebekah, Leah and^ Rachel, in
biblical chronology. It began with
her dressed as a very old and tired
woman, and involved motions
which implied age without
disguising her energy and youth.
Everything was very abstract and
angular. The next section was very
bright and more dynamic. She

obviously w » having fun doing it
and the audience was quick to
share in her joy. Distraught and
nervous was how the next mother
was portrayed. Here she herself
spoke in sharp crying tones of fear
and desperation. The last part was
very somber. Throughout the
evening she had used her costumes
to create unusual
shapes,
remolding and extending her own
figure. She took great advantage of
this technique in this last section.
She was totally draped in black and
was able, in the overall blackness,
to make her legs and arms rise from
apparently nowhere. They seemed
totally removed from any body she
might have had. Portraying a dying
woman, hermovements-beeame at
times almost indiscernible. The
piece ended with a spotlight
gradually gathering around her
outstretched hands and then
quietly faded.
It was quite an ending for the
evening. It left the audience
mesmerized, almost spellbound. As
she took her bows the applause
clearly indicated how captivated all
had been by her performance. As
intriguing and interesting as it was
beautiful, it was quite a nightiuYs
entertainment.
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Announcements
Women's Center

Hiliel News

Last Classes

Travel Books

Pub News

A skills/ training workshop on
conflicts arising out of judgemental
behaviors will be sponsored by the
Trinity Women's Center on
December 1, from 3:00 to 10:00p.m.
Dr. Claire Fulcher, PhJ). will be
the facilitator of the program. She
is President of Team Associates, a
management consulting firm
located in New York City. For
more information, please contact
Leslie Wright, 527-3151, ext. 459.

There will be a Hiliel lecture by
Michael Brooks of the University
of Michigan History Department
called "Who Are the Jews?"—A
Historian's search for a Working
Definition." The lecture is free and
all are invited to attend. Thursday,
November 30, at 4:00p.m. Alumni
Lounge.

Milli Silvestri, director of the
Poetry Center at Trinity, announces that Jamie Petillo '80 and
Bill Epes '78 will read their own
poetry on Wednesday, November
29, at 8:00 p.m. in the English
Department now housed in the old
President's house on Vernon
Street.
' According to Ms. Silvestri, this
will be the first in a series of
readings by student poets.
All are invited to attend. There
will be a discussion following the
reading. Refreshments will be
served.

For those planning to go
abroad, there is a useful
publication which is put out by the
Council
on
International
Educational Exchange in New
York City. This is the Student
Travel Catalog 1978/79, and
copies are available in the Office of
Educational Services and Records
for any who wish them. Information on travel, work and
other matters for living and
studying abroad is contained in this
free booklet.

The Iron Pony Pub will feature
Dan Schultz on Tuesday,
November 21 at 10:30p.m. There
will be a 25c cover charge. This will
be the last night the Pub will be
open until after Thanksgiving.

No Bones

Undergraduate classes on
Monday, December 11, 1978, will
follow the normal Friday class
schedule format. Undergraduate
classes on Tuesday, December 12,
1978, will follow the normal
Thursday class schedule format.
These changes for these two days
are necessary in order that exactly
13 weeks of each class cycle will be
held this semester. Tuesday,
December 12, is the last day of
undergraduate classes for the
term.

Letter Grades

Mystic Seaport

Until 5:00p.m. on Friday,
December 1, 1978, a student may
elect to receive a letter grade in a
course he/ she is presently taking
on Pass/ Fail basis. Notice must be
given on a timely basis to the
Registrar's office. No course may
now be converted from a letter
grade to the Pass/ Fail system of
grading.

Applications from students who
wish to participate in this program
either semester of 1979-80
academic year are due in the Office
of Educational Services and
Records on December 12, 1978.
More information about the
program is also available in one of
the orange binders in the Office of
Educational Services "Reading
Room.

The skeleton which appeared in
the front page picture of the
November 7th issue of the Tripod
bears a striking resemblance to the
one we used to know and use in our
program. I would consider it an act
of kindness if it were to be returned
for a more practical application in
this program. No questions asked,
but we do need.it back as soon as
possible. It can be left with the
student on duty in the main office
of the Austin Arts Center any
evening.

Poetry Reading

New Hours
The following is a schedule of
Wayne Asmus' office hours as of
November 14, 1978:
Monday
4:00p.m.42:00ajn,
Tuesday
9:OOa.m.-l2:00pjn.
7:00p.tn.-ll:30p.m.
Wednesday 3:OOp.m.-ll:0Op.fli,
Thursday
9:OOa.m.-12:00pjn,
7:00p.m.-ll:30p.m.
Friday
l:00p.m.-9:00pjn.

More Sports
A Wrap-Up Of 1978 Gridiron Glory
cont. from p. 14
Almquist, Chuck Tiernan, Bob
Grant, Bob Myers, and despite his
injury, left Mather, all did yeoman
work in the defensive trenches, and
should prove a very tough "D" next
fail.
. The kicking game was consistently respectable. Dan Jacobs
provided a stable PAT performance, and Bill Lindquist's
punting game constantly improved.
Both will return next year, along
with Mark Padden, the JV punter
who should be a welcome addition
on Varsity. There was no field goal
threat at all, but Bill McCandless
did manage to split the uprights,
again at Wesleyan, where it all
seemed to come together. For
McCandless, it salvaged a

frustrating season. After four years
of Trinity football, the big number
85 will also be missed.
Jim Davis, an excellent
linem an, Bill Irvine, an outstanding
special teams man and defensive'
back, and Sean Souney, who
overcame numerous physical
difficulties to make an outstanding
play against Wesleyan (wasn't that
just the perfect triumph?), also say '
goodbye to the Trinity gridiron,
after dedicating countless hours
over four years to the program.
But there are youngsters
coming along. On offense Rob
Reading proved himself a more
than capable receiver, and both
Peter Martin and Gary Palmer did
fine work as backup" QB's. On
defense Mike Tucci, Mike-Gpss,

Steve Woods, and Frank Fitzgerald
were among the standouts. Fine
futures can also be expected from
Mike Bresnahan, Jon Blake, and
Chuck Welsh, to name a few. But it
is impossible to name them all. The
entire squad, in ways large and
small, all contributed to the success
of this great Trinity football season,
and Head Coach- Don Miller
should be justifiably proud of his
titanic troops.
Let us savor for a little longer
the memories of so fine a fall. From
3-5 just a year ago, to 7-1, is one of
those leaps that cannot be
measured simply by statistics. It
takes something more than that: an
undefinable spirit that this team
somehow managed to grasp and
harness into victory.

Grinning from ear to ear Head Coach Don MOler, flanked by coach
Carmen PaDadino, freshman Bill Schanfler, and senior QB Mike
Foye, watches the Bantams clinch an overwhelming victory hi
Mlddletown.
photo by Randy PearsaH

Adil Garners Soccer Honors;
Slade Captain-Elect

Trinity ended its frustrating 2-731978 Varsity Soccer season on an
upbeat note.
The Bantams' 2-1 upset of the
Wesleyan Cardinals in their final
fall contest was named Game-ofthe-Week in New England, and
Trinity gqaltender Tom Adil, for
his instrumental role in that close
and exciting tilt (fourteen saves)
was named New England Division
HI Player-of-the-Week.
Adil, a junior, was the recipient
of the Roy A. Dath Most Valuable
Player Award, in this his premier
season of collegiate soccer. Junior
Connor Seabrook was presented
with the Shetter-Most Improved
trophy. Both these awards are
given by a vote of the Varsity team.
Steve Slade, another junior,
and a starting fullback on this
autumn's Varsity squad, was
named Captain-eiect for the 1979
season.

TRIPOD SPORTS: NEXT ISSUE
Tripod Sports will feature in the next issue (Dec. 5th) the
continuing history of Ice Hockey at Trinity, a l o n g with
complete Hockey and Basketball coverage, as well as a
preview of Women's Swimming.

P.E. REGISTRATION
for 3rd Quarter
Dec. 4-Dec. 12
9a.m.-Noon
lobby of Ferris Center
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More Sports
Hockey 1978-79: An Interview With Goach Dunham
***••***•*• The "Little General" Optimistic About Upcoming Season ***********
By Nancy Lucas
John Dunham is the hockey
coach of the highly successful
Trinity Varsity Hockey team. In
the past two years, the diminutive
strategist has led his team to a
playoff berth, last year even going
as far as the finals to clinch the
runner-up spot in the tournament
for Div. Ill supremacy.
I spoke with Coach Dunham in
the confines of the Glastonbury
Rink and also on the bus returning
from the Nichols scrimmage. In our
conversations, we discussed this
year's team: its assets and its
drawbacks, and Dunham's hope for
the future.
Tripod: What do you see as the
offensive strengths of the team this
year?
Dunham: That the first line is the
big line for us. George Brickley and
Bob Plumb are going to have to do
a majority of the scoring as they
did last year. Tom Keenan has
done a good job at left wing on that
line, so I think we have a wellbalanced line. I also think that it
should be one of the top lines in
Div. III. Brickley was the player of
the year last year, and from the way
he looks in pre-season, he's
carrying on the same manner.
Plumb also looks very good in preseason. He's playing the best
hockey he has played in his 3 years
here at Trinity, and I'll say the
same for Keenan. Overall, I thing
the whole group of seniors is
playing the best hockey they have
played. Every senior on the squad
seems to have improved, and none
of them seemsto be suffering from
senior-itis, so that's a definite
positive factor for us.
Tripod: So that's your basic scoring
line. What about .he scoring ability
of the other lines?
Dunham: I'm not sure right now.
We have a big loss in Tom
Lenahan. We just can't count on
twenty goals from everyone else. I
think our other lines are more
balanced than they were a year
ago, and I think we have greater
depth at the forward positions, so
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that our third and fourth units
skate better, handle the puck
better, and should get us more
goals over the course of the season
than they did a year ago.
Tripod: What about the defensive
strengths of the offense?
Dunham: We are going to be a
forechecking team ; primarily, but
we have to take advantage of our
skating ability in the division. We
have put in a new system in our
own zone whereby the wings will
come back and help the defensemen in the corner and leave our
centers to cover the point man on
the puck side of the ice. Now last
year, we used to bring the centers
back deep, and of course, they're
usually our best puckhandlers, and
in Brickley's case, our best goal
scorers, so we want them to be
able to lead the play down the ice
and get the puck out of the zone
faster. This also will help us control
the corners in our own end of the
rink better, and which is something
we haven't done well. For all our
good forechecking and our good
offensive people the last couple of
years, our goaltender has been
subjected to a lot of shots, and they
haven't come from breakaways or
2-on-J breaks against us. It's just
Head Coach John Dunham observes his team during pre-season practice while freshman goalie Ed
been a case of being overpowered
Ryan {left] rests.
in our own end of the,rink, and I
photo by Mary Lee Sole
think that by bringing the wings they're ready when the time comes an incredible shot from the point, Div. HI all-stars on the squad, this
back, who are overall big for them to play. And I'm sure the and we'll probably be using him on is not a team of all-stars. Therefore,
physically, I think this will enable time will come.
the players have to work and give
the power play.
us to control the corners more in
Tripods Now let's move on to the
Tripod: How does the team look of themselves, and if they do, we
our end, and at least not subject defense. What do you consider the
will surely win our share of games.
playing together so far?
our goaltender to this typ.e,of .close- defensive strengths on this year's
Dunham: Right now we're inin shot that we've been giving up in team? We'll separate that question
consistent. We lack concentration
As a postscript, it may be inthe past. I think it will minimize the into 2 parts: the goalies and the
on every shift. We're not executing teresting to mention the success of ~
breakdowns in our own zone.
defensemen.
the proper patterns in the of- the Bantams in their first two
Tripod: Who are the specific Dunham: I think our defense has fensive, defensive and neutral scrimmages. On Tuesday v: -the
players you are expecting im- improved. Ted Walkowicz is
zones. This is a usual thing for pre- Yale JV in their first outing of the
provement from?
playing very well. Right now he's season, but there's a need for season, they triumphed 6-5, and
Dunham: Certainly Clinton Brown hampered by an ankle injury, but I
improvement if we're going to win. Saturday, in a battle against
is playing good hockey, as is Sam still look for him to be one of the
Tripod: What can you say about Nichols that seemed more like a
Gray on the second unit. Rick top goalies in the division. This
the team's attitude?
league game than a scrimmage,
Margenot seems to have improved year, we're fortunate in getting a
Dunham: The attitude is good; still, Trin was the victor 8-6, with Dave
his shooting. Paul Davidson, our freshman who can step in and play
there is that need for con- Snyderwine doing an outstanding
assistant coach, has worked with a number of games for us if need
centration. We have to make up job in the nets after replacing
our minds to work in the corners an injured freshman, Ed Ryan.
him every day for the few minutes be I Ed Ryan. I'm not certain how
move the puck. Owing to our
this past week, and Ricky's shot many games he's going to play or
The season officially opens the
presence in the playoffs in the weekend of Dec. 1, as Trinity hosts
seems to be more accurate and when, but I certainly look to him as
recent past, Div. i n teams come a round-robin tournament between
have a lot more power to it. So I the goalie of the future. We also
out skating hard against us. We Wesleyan, Amherst, and UConn at
have a feeling he's going to get a lot have more depth in that we have
have to accept the work ethic—and the Glastonbury rink. Friday night
more goals than he did in the past. David Snyderwine and. George
work hard.
finfls the Bantams battling against
Qir sophomore line of Tom C^hase, Hamilton working very hard, and
Larry Rosenthal, and Peter we're going to -try to use them in
Tripod: What is the general the Lord Jeffs of Amherst, while Duncan—all these players have the Nichols scrimmage. You can
outlook for the upcoming season? Wesleyan takes on UConn. The
shown improvement, so I expect never have enough goal tenders.
Dunham: The general outlook is losers of each game will play in a
more from them this year. We had Tripod: What can you expect from
positive. As long as we maintain consolation contest on Saturday,
a few surprises in our younger your defensemen, stalwarts such as
concentration and work hard at while the winners meet later that
every game, we'll be successful. same night to determine the
players. We have a quick, hustling Dana Barnard, for example?
Dunham: Dana's playing very well,
Although there are many potential champions of the toumey.
freshman line with Joe Upton, Bob
Ferguson, and Karl Nelson.and certainly the best hockey he's
played since coming here. He
these guys throw the puck around
seems to be maturing, and I hope
real well and are going to get us a
he can keep it up. We have more
few goals. And in addition, they
size this year, although we've been
have the ability to play against a lot hampered by some injuries. Right
of other team's second and third now, David Martin is suffering with
lines, so this is going to help us in aback problem, and Peter Lawsonour line matchups, and its going to Johnston has a torn muscle in his
allow us to skate 4 lines in a game arm. So we miss these two
and just forecheck and skate a lot defensemen as they are in our top
of teams into the ice, hopefully. four defensive positions. Jack
Tripod: Aside from that line, are
Slattery, although presently
there any other interesting fresh- bothered by a sore knee, should be
men on offense?
at least as strong as he was in the
Dunham: We have a couple of
latter half of last season, and Ted
other fresbinen, David Burwell and
Almy is always a consistent player.
David Hudson, who just right now
Overall, the defense has the
can't break into the first four units. potential to be the best its been
This is also true for two juniors,
since I've "been coaching here.
David Koeppel and Bill Bullard,
Tripod: What about the freshmen
who are doing a good job. We just
on defense?
have more depth than we did a year
ago. We know that injuries are Dunham: We were pleasantly
going to occur over the course of
surprised by the performance ot
the year, and it's a long season;
Glenn Scanlan, who's not afraid to
there are a lot of peaks and valleys go into those corners. And David
1
"^irmg a season •>'ir \ bope that
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More Sports
1978: A Football Season To Remember
By Nick Noble
Autumn is done. Winter is just
around the comer. And the
Bantams of Trinity College in
Hartford are the undisputed
possessors of first place in New
England's Small College Football
rankings. Their record is a final 74.
In second place stands Wesleyan at
6-2. Trinity downed them
decisively 43-10 on the last day of
the season to clinch the New
•England crown, Bates also has a 6-2
record, their first loss being to
Trinity by a 14-7 score, Foye going
to McNamara for the triumphant
TD with barely a minute remaining
on the clock.
It has been said time and again
that this year's Trinity squad
featured a brilliant offense. Easily
the greatest all-around Bantam
attack since the mid-fifties and the
glorious autumns of Sticka,
Kelleher, and Alexander, 1978
became the glorious autumn of
Foye, McNamara, Flynn, and
Votze.
But for those stars there were
always holes giving the runners
daylight to shoot for, and always
perfect protection enabling New
England's premier passer to pick
out the nation's leading1 receiver
time and again in crucial situations.
In short, Trinity's finest offensive
battalion in over twenty years
featured Trinity's finest offensive
line.
Alexandrov, Halbert, Johnson,
Ramsay, and LaFortune: These
men. labored in the pits, unsung and
unheralded by the Trinity fans who
never once this season witnessed a
loss at home.
Only seniors Tom Johnson and
Scott Ramsay, at center and left
guard respectively, were returning
starters at their old positions. Doug
Halbert, also a senior, was moved
from his old platooned center role
into the left tackle slot, and two
newcomers to the Bantam starting
Kntup, junior, John Alexandrov and
freshman Steve LaFortune'^ found
themselves anchoring down the
right side of the line. Throughout
the season they did all that was
demanded of them and more, as
they blew open hole after hole and
provided block after block -in
securing the position of the Trinity
offense as the finest in New
England. Much credit should go to
tine coach Carmen, Pailadino,
whom the players have finally

...ZA

As multitudes cheered him on, Pat McNamara's second touchdown against Amherst broke Son
Martin's ten year old record for TD passes received In a season.
forgiven for having played for
Williams.
Much has been said already
concerning Trinity's running and
passing game. Senior Quarterback
Mike Foye was the best passer in
New England this fall, and was
nationally ranked among the
Division III passing leaders. He
carved his own special niche in the
Trinity record books, tying Bobby
Alexander's 23 year old touchdown
passes in-a-season mark with 17,
and eclipsing Jay Bernardoni's
seasonal yardage total by over one
hundred yards, chalking up 1,498
three-foot units in the air. His finest
day was against Middlebury where
he sailed the ball for 317 yards, four
times into the end zone. His golden
arm, so instrumental to this year's
success, will be tough to replace.
Peerless Pat McNamara will
return next year, however. In '78 he
set not only Trinity records, but a
New England mark as well. His last
reception at Amherst, a touchdown
from Foye, put him over the 66
receptions-in-a-season N.E. record
set by Freddie Scott of Amherst six
years ago. His place in the Trinity
record books is assured, as his 67
receptions, 1,024 yards, and eleven
touchdowns caught all established
new marks. His magic hands
combined with Foye to help
Trinity's '78 squad set a new team
record for most passing yardage in
a single season With 1,556. The
dazzling receiver led the nation in
receiving, with 8.4 catches per
game, and Big Mac from Ansonia
will play a key role in next year's
offense, no matter who ispassing to
him.

Paul "Nicky" Votze was the
cannonball of Trinity's rejuvenated
ground game. He had a brilliant 35
yard touchdown run against
Wesleyan, which capped a 500yard season. Up the middle was
Votze's strong point, bouncing off
tacklers and striving for just that
extra inch for the fist down. The
fired-up
determination
and
aggressiveness of this senior will
also be tough to replace.
Barry Bucklin and Jim Samsel
were the other unsung stalwarts of
the Trinity attack. Bucklin was a
running back that got very little
chance to run the ball, but his
clutch blocking came through at
The Cantata, John Flynn, receiving just the right moments. Jim Samsel
• tommcmoTaUve medallion from w a s the o t n e c receiver in Trinity's
. tt*» offals! prior to the Weeieyan game plan, but he too performed
gpaw to decidetikeN.E.enrwn.
admirably in tense situations in» , • ' « , . ".phutebyRnndYPMraaii
'.

eluding two important first down
catches in crowds near the goalline, both of which set up crucial
Bantam scores. They will both be
back next year.

statistics did not constitute Flynn's
greatest contribution to the team.
The effect of his effervescent
leadership was incalculable. "The
most inspiring leader in Trinity

Joe Delano [#50] ably commanded a solid Trinity defense
throughout the season, and they came through with their finest
game ever against Wesleyan..
photo by Amy Polayes
But the real inspiration behind
the successful '78 Bantam gridders
was Captain John Flynn. Converted from defense to running
back, Flynnie had five one hundred
plus yard days, including a romp
against Amherst where he scored
four times to tie a 23 year old
record. He also led the team in
scoring with 12 touchdowns, but

football history" said the Courant.
Not many people believed even a
.500 season was possible, Flynn
did, and aided by an optimistic
band of seniors, Flynn set out to
prove he was right. The season
speaks for his success.
Then there was the defense.
Mighty Joe Delano was named
ECAC Division III Player-of-the-

photo by Jon Lester

Week for his performance against
Wesleyan, but in a sense, despite
his brilliance,, he won it for the
entire defense, who played the
game of their lives against a
powerful Cardinal eleven.
Throughout the season the
Bantam defense proved strong in
clutch situations. Delano had 8"
tackles to up his career total to well
over 200, He also sacked the opposing quarterback five times, and
called a brillian^defensive game
against a variety ofenemy attacks,
Barry Dorfman shaved the
initials "TC" on his chest before
the Amherst game as a psych
motivator. The scrappy little nose
guard led the team in QB sacks. Jim
Silvestri also proved a dynamic
tackier; as did John Rowland, who
had a superlative game against
Wesleyan, Floyd Monroe was a star
in the secondary, intercepting five
passes and in on over forty tackles.
These seniors will all be sorely
missed.
But some fine defensemen will
be back as well. Pete Hoops was
having a fantastic year scooping up
fumbles, picking off passes, and
generally being a defensive
nuisance, until an injury against
Amherst sidelined him for the
duration. Tom McGowan, Bob
cont. on page 12

Paul Votze rambles 35 yards for a touchdown against tit" Cardinals [left] anti [right] "Nicky" give* ••
Trinity fon a better view of the Amherst game.
,
.
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More Sports
Trinity Waterpolo ' 78: A Vintage Year
When the Ducks look back
upon the 1978 season, they can say
to themselves that it was pretty
moist. From the beginning of

championship season did not
approach the excellence they
achieved during the regular season.
1978 saw the Water Polo team

RobCalgi
September till the end of October,
Trinity was unbeatable. They ran
an incredible string of sixteen
straight wins in a row before losing
to Division I powerhouse Brown.
However, the Ducks play in the
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achieve many new mileposts. For
the first time Water Polo graced
the pages of the Hartford Courant
and flashed over the TV on
Channel 30. The team • and the
sport strove to regain an identity

after the past anonymous seasons
here at Trinity. Even though Water
Polo is an informal sport at Trin,
the team conducted itself as if it
were a varsity sport, equipped with
a
60-page
playbook,
a
sophisticated-integrated
offense,
scouting of teams, and one of the
most knowledgeable coaching
staffs on the East Coast.
1978 saw the Ducks wipe out
every team scoring record ever set.
Trinity scored a record 375 goals
this year to annihilate the old
record set in 1976 of 315. The offense, the most potent ever in
Water Polo's history here at
Trinity, averaged 15 goals per game
whilst the defense let up a meager
8.8 goals per game^ The team had a
record shooting percentage of 51%,
breaking last year's mark of 40%
by a whopping margin. The Water
Polo Team won the most games
ever by any Trinity sport in a
season (20). In addition, the Ducks
set team records for winning
streak—16 games, least losses—5,
and a regular season mark of 174.
Individually, three Ducks
achieved recognition within the
New England Conference. Cocapt.—coach. Rob Calgi was
selected to the First Team of the

Sports
Scene
From
The
Summit

psyri
By Nick Noble
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"Okay big team! Whaddya say? Hup ho and let's go!" the smiling, well-built, pipe-puffing PhD.
crows cheerfully as he bounces around his comfortable office in the Ferris Athletic Center.
Dr. Chester Herman McPhee, Jr. has got to be experienced to be believed. After 22 years of
coaching on the Summit he still retains a natural ebullience and enthusiasm for his profession: the'
guiding of young athletes to competitive success..
This winter McPhee takes on a new challenge, and one he is very excited about. There is no more
Freshman Football Team for him in the fall, and he already has relinquished the Head Coaching reins
of the Varsity Lacrosse Team (a post he filled admirably for twenty springs) in order to devote his full
time to swimming.
Chet McPhee began the Women's .Swimming program at Trinity, which is for the first time a
Varsity sport in 1978-79. And this year he has accepted the helm of the Men's program as well. Armed
with color-coded workout books—"Blue for the boys, pink for the girls^' Chet explains wryly—
McPhee can be found anytime between one and six in the afternoon down on the pool deck, coaching
his charges.
The Coach is impressed with the turnout for the women's squad. "Depth is going to be a real
factor," he declares; He also lays great store in the leadership ability of Co-Captains Joy Tomlinson
and Lanier Drew, and in the performances of outstanding swimmers like Denise Jones. The men's
team may have a numbers problem, McPhee asserts, but they are well-led by Co-Captains Kent Reilly
and Mike Hinton, and senior Rob Calgi, and he states: "my expectations for their success are much
higher than those of the general public."
1
Always a bundle of energy, Chet can often be found in his newly renovated swimming office down
at poolside, thinking up new ideas and innovations for the upcoming season as loud music soothes his
practicing swimmers over the PA system.
"I'm looking forward to the challenge of coaching both teams," acknowledges McPhee. He is. ably
supported by Assistant Coaches Bob Slaughter and Robin Sheppard. "The only thing that worries me
about this winter," says McPhee grinning, "is how I'll be able to survive five hours a day with this
damned rock music."
•
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If you read the Boston Globe last Sunday you know that Trinity is favored to cop the ECAC Division
III Hockey crown this year, a title they missed by only a goal or two last winter.
What the Trinity Hockey Team deserves most of all is fan support, so when they open their season
with an Invitational Tournament in the Glastonbury Arena (the Bantams' home ice) try to be there.
How does one get to Glastonbury? Take 84E to Rt. 2. Follow 2 for about 4 miles, take Rt. 94 Hebron
Ave. exit. Take a left at end of exit ramp. Then take 1st right after the Texaco station. The rink is on
Oak St., 400 yds. down on the left. And if that's at all confusing, ask someone to show you.
Means? Cars, and what about carpools? It's been unfortunate that the Bantam Hockey team has
been so good over the past few years and the crowds have been so small. It's not that far away, and the
cost of admission helps the team with their rink costs. Carpools would be key, or perhaps a big group
renting the school van (cheap at the price). Why don't some of you get together and give it a try?
'
If anyone with or without a car, is interested in forming or belonging to a Hockey carpool but
doesn't know where to begin, contact me, Nick Noble, at the Tripod, Ext. 252, 246-1829, at home
249-6065, or contact Nancy Lucas at 246-8902 and we'll be glad to help.
And let's hope the Globe is more on the ball about Trinity Hockey than they were about Trinity
Football.
'

Div. II All-New England Team and
Co.-Capt.-coach Kent ReiJly and
Mike Hinton were selected to the
Second Team of the Div. II AllNew England Team. Goalie Fritz
Eberle recorded a record-breaking
year in the nets for Trin destroying
every previous individual record.
Eberle netted 240 saves for a
phenomenal average of 13.5 saves
per game. What was unbelieveable
about Eberle's play was his goals
against average of 7,3. That mark
will long stand in the record books.
The Ducks trashed the record
books for individual scoring
records.Calgi demolished the
previous record of points in a
season of 153 by Dave Teichmann
as he scored 96 goals and gave out
101 assists for 197 points. Calgi's
mark of 101 assists is another alltime record. Reilly was Trin's
second leading scorer Hhis year
despite playing the Easterns in the
goal as he burned through 81 goals
and had 41 assists for 122 points.
Steady Mike Hinton finished third
in scoring with 68 goals and 50
assists for 118 points. Previous to
this year, there have been only two
one-hundred point scorers in
Trinity history—Teichmann in 1976
and Reilly in 1977. In addition,
Randy Brainerd tied Hinton's 1977
highest shooting percentage mark
of 58%.
The mark of a winning team is
that it is able to cash in on every
weakness
and
opportunity
presented to them. During the
regular season the Ducks were able
to" do this. Their key wins over
Yale, Harvard, and Southern
Conn, were the result of teamwork
and a killer instinct. However, the
thing that might have done Trin in
during the championship season
was their 17-4 record. Trin had won
so many games and a great many
by wide margins that team
members lost the feeling of putting
your head down and earning a win.
The opening game against UConn
at the New England Championships was the rude awakening
that was sooner or later going to
catch up with the Ducks. Their
play after that was much improved
but they seemed to miss that killer
instinct to put away an opponent
after taking a lead. Against Boston
College in the New Englands, the
Ducks squandered a two goal lead
after halftime although they had
dominated play.

member of the four-man offense
and his brilliant play against
UConn gave the Ducks another
man to look to on offense. Randy
Brainerd led the team in shooting
percentage this year. His powerful
arm helped the Ducks throughout
and his play on man-up situations
and defense must be noted. Finally,
Tick Houk filled the role of the
sixth man in as in basketball.
Houk's strong defense and his
occasional jaunts on offense were
contributing factors to the Duck's
success.
The 1978 Eastern Championships gave the opportunity to
the other players on the roster to
play in high-level competition. The
surprising Len Adam baffled many
observers with his superb play in
the Easterns. Next year the gentle"
"Joe" Lenny will step in as a solid
starter if he continues his excellent
play of this year. Against Penn
State in the Easterns, the Kids
(former JV members) were given
their chance to show what they
could do. Dave Pike paved the way
with vicious -defense and innerspace play. Rik Eberle pleased the
coaching staff with a 110% effort
throughout. Mike Merin tooled
around with his opponents and
looks like a. future offensive star.
On the other side, Kyle Parrow's
play thoughout seems to predict a.
coming defensive specialist. Last
but not least is Lincoln Collins,
substitute goaltender who must and
easily will continue to improve as
he will be called upon to play more
in the near future.
The Ducks will graduate three
from their fold this year, co-capt.coaches Calgi and Reilly, and
Brainerd. For the past two^years,
Reilly and Calgi have dueled for
the scoring leadership. Reilly is the
all-time leading goal scorer and
point leader with 225 goals and 340
points. Calgi is second on the alltime scoring list and first for assists
with 330 points and 168 assists. Both
have lead Trin to their finest season
of 20-5 and have introduced a "bigleague" approach to Water Polo.
The graduation of these three will
le"ave a void next year. However,
Hinton (fourth leading all-time
scorer) will have to lead the Ducks .
on. With four starters returning
(Katzman, Eberle, Murphy, and
Houk) and six new Ducks, Trinity
looks to have another winning
season in 1979. The team will not

Kent Hellly and Mike Hinton
A key to the season was the
play of the remaining starters on
the team. The play of Ted Murphy
throughout the season was a major
steadying influence upon the team,
His stellar defense and constant
ragging gave the team a different
twist during thexseason. Rich
Katzman was the Ducks' fourth
leading scorer-with 43 goals and 27
assists for 70 points. His part as a

photo by Amy Polayes

have its potent offensive attack but
the defense (which really wins
games) is left intact, Over the past
three years, Water Polo has
compiled a 46-21-1, a .700 winning
percentage, despite having student
coaches. Water Polo's record
•exemplifies the intensity and
commitment of each player. Aloha
and good luck next year.
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New Coaches Take Charge Of Basketball Pfogfams
Tall Freshmen Combine With Experienced
Veterans On Men's Varsity Squad
By lohn Mayo
Trinity's Men's Basketball
program has a new look this year,
with a new head coach stepping in to take the reins. Also, six or seven
freshman faces will dot the
scorecard when they make their
collegiate debuts on December 2
vs. MIT.

contests. However,Doyle feels that
the Clark1 game (Dec. 4) is a critical
one, as it is an away affair, early in
the season, against a formidable
opponent.
The rookie mentor is enthusiastic about a Canadian trip
during the Christmas break.
Games with Johnson State, Mass.
Maritime, and Concordia and
McGill in Canada will hopefully
enable the Bants to avoid the usual
rustiness that results from the long
Christmas layoff. The trip should
be an enjoyable experience for the
entire squaa.
Coach Doyle figures on six or
seven freshmen playing prominent
roles at the Varsity level. This is the
principle reason why he is hesitant
to .predict how his young and
inexperienced troops will do. With
what he believes to be the youngest
college team in New England,
Doyle honestly does not know how
well team will stack up against
the opposition.
Besides the lack of experience
(only coaches seem to realize how
important it is as a factor) Doyle
sees the lack of defensive
quickness as a possible weakness.
He wants the team to play pressure
defense, and thereby force enemy
errors and control the tempo of the
game.
On the other side of the ledger
Doyle cites the enthusiasm and

outstanding leadership of senior
Captain Dave Whalen and Junior
Willie Rosshirt, along with a
"relatively good fast break" as the
team's strong points. Concerning
the latter, Doyle feels he has the
big men to crash the boards and
start the break via the rebound, the
disciplined players to fill their
lanes, a guard like freshman John
Meaney who dishes off the ball
well, and shooters like Whalen who
can knock in the short jumpers to
complete the break.
Furthermore Doyle, a la pro
football's Tom Landry, will employ
a multiplicity of offenses and
defenses. He hopes to confuse
opposing clubs by utilizing a different defense each time up the
court.
At the time of this writing the
coaching staff was undecided over
who will play strictly on the Varsity
squad. Besides Sosshirt, Whalen
and Meaney, juniors Claud
Sangiolo, Barry Shendell, and
Woody Baird, sophomore Dave
Smith, and Freshmen Steve
Bracken, Scott Taylor, Carl Rapp,
Roger Coutu, Jimmy Callahan,
Angel Martinez, Bob Craft, and
Joe Stasyszyn all are Varsity
candidates.
All in aE Doyle thinks the 197879 version of the Trinity hoopsters
will be interesting and well worth
watching. The key to how well they
do, though, is how quickly the
freshmen adjust to college
basketball.

Dan Doyle
The man at the top is Dan
Doyle, who played his hoop at
Bates. Doyle captained the Bobcat
squad during the 1971-72'season. He
enjoyed his years in Leiwiston, and
so far likes What he sees at Trinity.
He enjoys the.^ small college atmosphere, and Is looking forward
to a career as a small college
coach. He feels Trinity has the
necessary facilities to build a strong
and stable program, and believes
6
FANFORUMWITH
that the school can- become
•
COACH DOYLE
"consistently
excellent"
in
« After each home Basketball
basketball.
•
• game this year Coach Dan
Although Coach Doyle would
$ Doyle will be available to the
love to use newcomer Dennis Wolf
• fans for an informal forum
in the backcourt, he'll settle for
o about the game in upstairs in
using him in the multiple role of ,
• the F.A.C. Tansill Room.
'scout, recruiter, and JV coach.. The
% Individual players will also be
former TJConn Huskie hoopster .
• in attendance. Refreshments
will be joined by the only holdover Co-Captains Willie RoBshlrt and
• will be provided.
from last year's coaching staff, Ron Dave Whalen
•••••••••••••••••••*
photo by J on Lester
Cretaro. Cretaro, a Trinity
graduate, will be ^Doyle's Varsity
assistant, as well as serving as scout
BASKETBALL SCRIMMAGE
and recruiter. Both men received
Tonight (Tuesday) there will be an open Intrasquad
high praise from Doyle.
Scrimmage featuring the Men's Varsity Basketball Team, at
Doyle's two primary goals are
7:30p.m.
in the gym. The public are invited to watch Trinity's^
for Trinity to improve as a team
Blue and White teams battle it out, and to get a taste of t h e '
and for the squad to give 100%
season to come.
effort each and every time out. He
feels these two objectives go hand
:
in hand with winning.
•'
OPENING DAY FOR TRINITY HOCKEY
Although Coach Doyle has
The
Trinity
Ice Hockey Team opens their regular season the
been away from the New England
night of Dec. 1st against Amherst at the Glastontmry Arena. This is
Small College basketball scene for
an Invitational Tournament sponsored by Trinity and featuring
the past few years, and admittedly
Amherst, Welseyan, and Uconn. The winner of the Trin-Amherst
is unfamiliar with many Trinity game will take on the winner of the Wes-UConn matchup in the
opponents, he thinks the 1978-79
Tournament final.
• .
-•schedulers a very competitive one.
Games with Hartford, Amherst,
and Central were cited as:"tough

I

1 C

Trin Rugby Blanked
By Wanderers 12-0
The Trinity Rugby-'Club,
several of its members playing the
game for the first time in their lives,
took on the Hartford Wanderers
last Saturday and were shutout 12-0.
Despite the loss, the relatively
novice Bantam ruggers gave a good
account of themselves. The scrum
performed particularly well. Joe
D'lano Sean Souney, Chuck
Twrnan. Mike Ouellette, and the
prodiga\son lim Miller, all did fine
fi™L ° n C o f M a n c i p l e difficulties * a s , t h t f . s i x t y ' s laefc

of experience in the game made for
some costly penalities.
Still the Bantam running game
was strong. John Medford was the
brains behind the attack that tore
off some long runs. Excepyional in
this phase of the game were Bill
McCandless, Dave Johnson, and
Dave Buron.
It was an admirable showing for
so novice a team, and with a little
more playing time under their belts
the Bantam scrum stars should
prove tought this spring.

BASKETBALL
STATISTICIANS
needed for Men's Varsity and
JV Basketball games. Anyone
interested contact Dan Doyle qr
Ron Cretaro, Ext. 430, Ferris
Athletic Center. The spiritual
rewards outwieigh the practical
benefits. An equal opportunity
employer.

Varsity Women Stress
Conditioning In Pre-Season
There are five freshmen on the
squad. Outstanding among them is *
Kathy Schlein, an excellent guard
who has showed considerable
promise
during
pre-season
practices. Also demonstrating
potential have been Tracy Partridge, a fine athlete with a good
shot, listed as a forward, Lv
DiMaria, another forward, anc
guards Polly Lavery and Minnie
;
Lipkovich is teamed once again Mahoney.
'; with Charles Clark, her assistant at
"This team will play very much
i Central, and their principle
by the book," declares Lipkovich.
! coaching concern at present is
"I like to press, We're also going to
conditioning. They are pleased
have a fast break. This team has the
; with the team they have, and feel it
caliber of athletes who can run a
has the potential to be a strong
fast break, and it could be inunit.
strumental to our offensive
The dozen that make up this strategy."
winter's women's hoop team are a
Lipkovich feels that if this
balanced bunch. Seven have.
year's
Trinity team can press full
i previous Trinity Basketball excourt from the opening whistle,
I perience; five are rookies to the
and if they can score the first few
i program.
:
By Nick Noble
:
A new broom is sweeping
; through the Women's Varsity
• Basketball program, Dr. Kathie
| Lipkovich, fresh from coaching the
: women's program at Central
: Connecticut State College, has
• taken over the Trinity Women's
; team and is optimistic about its
[ prospects this year.

Coach Kathie Lipkovich observes her Women's Basketball team
during pre-season drills. Senior Kathy Crawford is at far right.
photo by Nick Noble

The seniors on the squad are
Sue Levin and Kathy Crawford.
Both did not play last winter, as
they were on academic leave-ofabsence. Crawford is a tough, harddriving forward with a good ,f\iot.
Levin is one of the Co-Captai J; a
quick, skillful player, listed as a
guard, but who can play almost
anywhere on the court.
Also on the roster are
, sophomore Lisa Bourget, and
juniors Cathy Anderson, Cindy
Higgins, Carol McKenzie, and
Bundy Lee. At 5"9" Bourget is one
of the taller players on the squad.
She has an outstanding shot, and
could prove to be a strong outside
threat. The forward is a veteran of
last year's team. Cathy Anderson is
another experienced Trinity hoop
veteran,
whose
aggressive
determination and skills should
make her an asset this snowbound
season.
Cindy Higgins is the other CoCaptain. Coach Lipkovich sees her
as a center, but she too is a very
versatile ballplayer. Her height,
her dribbling and shooting talents,
combined with her leadership
ability, should again make her a
standout.

baskets, then they should have 8
distinct advantage, especially to
lieu of their conditioning.
"I stress conditioning," sU
asserts. "I have the players on a
running program, a weight
program, and a flexibility program.
We'll have the advantage if we can
outlast any team we play in a full
game."
The conditioning drills, the
sprintsand pulse tests, have got to
be seen to be believed. And to top
it all off, on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays the women
hoopsters practice at 7AM.
"The attitude has been excellent," admits Coach Lipkovich.
"They're eager to learn and their
enthusiasm is high. I thought they o
show up to early morning practices
totally beat, but they're ready to
go. They support one another and
are a very 'together' team."
The team's first scrimmage is
Tuesday night, Nov. 28, at home,
vs.Mattatuck Community College
The following Monday afternoon
at 4:30 they take on Eastern's JV s
at home. Then on Tuesday nigW
the 5th they scrimmage TJHart, also
at 4:30.

The season opens after
Carol McKenzie was on the Christmas vacation, and it should
squad her freshman year, then did ' be exciting. Lipkovich is making no
not play last winter, but this year predictions, but she is optimists
she returns, her constant hustle, "The talent is there."
fine ball-handling, and passing sure
to make a solid contribution to the
efforts of the '78-79 team. Bundy
Lee is a quick, slick moving guard
who should see action this.season.

i

